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The Home as a Factor in Christianizing Society
I. The I'eaning of Christianizing Society.
II. The Contributing Factors to Society.
A. The State.
B. The School.
C. The Church.
D . The Plome .
III. The Relation of the Home to the Other Contributing Factors.
A. The Relation of the Home to the State:
1. To the industrial and cominercial aspect.
2. To the political and governinental aspect.
3. To the economic aspect.
B. The Relation of the Home to the School.
1. To the intellectual aspect.
2 . To the moral aspect.
3. To the physical aspect.
4. To the recreational aspect.
C. The Relation of the Home to the Church.
1. To the spiritual aspect.
2. To the educational aspect.
3. To the recreational aspect.
4. To the social service aspect.
IV. The Factors of the Ideal nome
.
A. Personal Factors
(i)

1. The father.
2. The mother,
3. The children.
Character Factors.
1. Love
a. Joyousness.
b. Peacefulness
.
c • Longsu ffer ing
d. Gentleness.
e. Goodness.
f. Faithfulness.
g. Loyalty.
h. Kindness*
i. Courtesy,
j . Sympathy.
k. Unselfishness
2. Honesty.
5. Simplicity.
4. Purity.
5. Fiety.
6. Permanence.
Socializing Factors.
1. Industry.
2. Cooperation.
3. Consideration.
4. Sacrifice.
5# Economy.

6. Discipline.
7. Corriradeship.
8. Good Humor.
9. Play.
D. Educational Factors.
1. Education of parents.
2. Educational influences of the home.
a. Books.
b. Magazines.
c. Pictures.
d. Music.
e . Games
.
f. Guests.
g. Special functions.
h. Story telling.
i. Attractiveness,
j . Health habits
.
E. Religious Factors.
1. Religious character of parents.
2. Religious instruction by parents.
3. Family worship.
4. Grace at meals.
Problems to be Solved in Achieving the Ideal Home:
A. In the Changing status of Woman.
1. In industry.
2. In civic affairs.
3. In education
4. In religion.
% I
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B« In the General Attitude Toward l.'arriage.
1. Conceptions emphasized in marriage,
a. In the novel.
b. In the movies and on the stage.
c. I^ .iokes.
2. Proper conception of m.arriage.
C. In the Marriage Relation.
1. Better laws.
a. Carriage laws.
b. Divorce laws.
2. Eugenics.
3. Proper Kating.
a . In religion.
b. In education.
c . In age
.
d. In social standing.
4. Personal adjustments.
5. Economic problem.
6. Attitude tovmrd sexual life.
7. Birth control.
8. Children.
9. Education of children.
D. In the i\:anner of Living.
1. Country vs. city.
2. Housing.
VI. The Solution of these Problems.
A. Proper Education.
1. bex education.
r
V2. Rightful evaluation of marriage.
B. Due Consideration Before Marriage.
G» Re-Evaluation of Vi'oman.
1« Woman's historic position.
2. v/om.an as a personality.
3. Vjoman and v/ork.
a. Evils of idleness.
b. Sconon'.ic independence.
D. A New Conception of l.otherhood.
E. A New Conception of Fatherhood.
P. Fermanency of the Home.
G. Comradeship of Parents.
H. Wholesome Recreation.
I. The Training of Children in the Home.
J. Family V' or ship.
VII. A Christianized Society — the Result of Ideal Homes.
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THE HOJ'S AS A FACTOR IN CHRISTIAIUZIl'G SOCIETY
Chapter I.
The Meaning of " Christianizing" Society .
There are nations or societies of peoples Tvhich today
we call Christian. However, when we come to exanine our society
in its component parts, we find that it is not entirely Christian.
It necessar iljr follows, then, that the term Christian as applied
to society as a v;hole is used in a rather loose and indiscriminate
sense •
oo, by using the term "Christianizing Society" in the
subject of this thesis we assume that society is not entirely
Christian and that much along that line yet remains to be done.
By "Christianizing Society" we mean permeating the whole
of- society with the ideals of Jesus. Or, perhaps '/alter
Rauschenbusch gives us a better definition, if we may use "social
order" and "society" inter changeabl^r, when he says "christian-
izing the social order means bringing it into harmony with the
ethical convictions which --ve identify with Christ". He continues
at length to explain his meaning of the usage of his term. Since
this is the meaning of the term, that we wish to give in the de-
velopment of this thesis, we quote Professor Rauschenbusch at
length: "A fairly definite body of moral convictions has taken
shape in modern humanity. They express our collective conscience,
our working religion. The present social order denies and flouts
many of these principles of our ethical life and com.pels us in
practice to outrage our better selves. '.Ve demand, therefore.
i
2that the moral sense of humanity shall be put in control and shall
be allowed to reshape the institutions of social life,
"V/e call this Christianizing the social order because
these m.oral principles find their highest expression in the teach-
ings, the life, and the spirit of Jesus Christ, xheir present
^
power in Western civilization is in large part directly traceable
to His influence over its history. To the great majority of our
nation, both inside and outside of the churches. He has become the
incarnate moral law and His nam.e is synonyrrious with the ideal of
human goodness. To us who regard Him as the unique revelation of
God, the unfolding of the divine life under human form.s. He is the
ultimate standard of m.oral and spiritual life, the perfect ex-
pression of the will of Cod for humanity, the categorical impera-
tive v/ith a humian heart. But ver^^ m.any who do not hold this belief
in a formulated way or V'ho feel compelled to deny it, will consent
that in Jesus our race has reached one of its highest points, if
not its crowning summit thus far, so that Jesus Christ is a prophecy
of the future glory of humanity, the type of man as he is to be.
Christianizing means humanizing in the highest sense. I ask the
consent of all to use His nam:e for the undertaking which He
initiated for us. To sa;,'- that we want to moralize the social
order would be both vague and powerless to most men. To say that
we want to Christianize it is both concrete and com.pelling.
Christ's spirit is the force that drives us. His m.ind is the
square and pluirib line that must guide us in our building." 1
We have tried to explain what we m.ean by Christianizing
society, "/e will next discuss in general the four most im.portant
contributing factors to society; namely, the State, the School,
^ "Christianizing the Social Order" p. 125.
c
3the Church, and the Home,
After this discussion, supported by many authorities
on sociology and related subjects, we will establish the thesis
that the home is the prim.ary institution of society. Taking this
view point, we will endeavor to show how the home is related to,
and permieates the affairs of state, school, and church.
If we would have the hom.e contribute its best to the
other factors in society, we m.ust have, as near as is possible
to have, the ideal hom.e. To have the ideal home vre m.ust understand
the nature and composition of the ideal home.
We realize as vre look about us toda3'- that v.e do not
have enough ideal hom.es, not only in society'- as a whole, but among
good intentioned people v.^ho seem to strive verj hard for this
thing that all people who think at all, do desire — the ideal
home. '.Ve would conclude from this state of affairs that people
simply do not understand what factors are necessary/- to an ideal
home. V/e believe that many people fail m.any times because of
ignorance or misapprehension, and on the other hand, v/e as firmily
believe that people succeed because of a thorough understanding
of a situation. The latter will include the application of a
good portion of commi.on sense.
If, as we have suggested, people do fail in making ideal
homes, there must be problems to be solved. So, the next section
of our discussion will deal with the problems to be met, and their
suggested solution.
The conclusion to which we vrill com.e in this thesis
is that a Christianized Society will inevitably be the result of
Ideal Homes
.

Chapter II.
The Contr Ibuting Factors to Society .
Webster defines the state in the strict sense of the word as
"any body of people occupying a definite
THE STATE
territory and politically organized under one
government, especially one that is a sovereign, or not subject
to external control."-^
This, however, is rather a precise definition for a
discussion of this type. /e vrould rather prefer a little broader
conception of the state as that given by Ralph Hooper:-- "The
ideal state is not onlY a political but also a moral institution,
working for the physical well being not more than for the spirit-
ual good of the individual men and wom.en of whom, and for whom, it
exists";^ or the definition given by Victor Gollancz; "The state
is not some mystical entity which, leading an existence of its
own, gains territorj?- and increases its honor and prestige without
increasing the well being of any one of the humian beings from
whom it claim.s allegiance, but a body of individuals united by a
common history and a common v;ay of life, and so becom.ing richer
through sjrm.pathy ."'^
"The aim. of the state", Yjc • Asquith says, (as quoted
in the book referred to above) is the joint pursuit of a freer and
fuller life for the countless millions who, by their effort, and
their sacrifice, generation after generation, maintain the pro-
gress and enrich the inheritance of humanity."^
These definitions in a general way tell us v^hat the
state is •
Webster's i^ictionary
2 "The Making of V/omen" p. 97
5 "The Iv;aking of V/om.en" p. 14
4 "The Making of V/om.en" p. 97
cc
5When we come to the next contributing factor to society,
the school, we have a much smaller and more easil3r defined unit.
The school has to do ^^±th the education of all
THE SCHOOL
of the citizens of the state. It m>ight be thought
of as a tool of the state to help carry on its business. Of course,
it is infinitely more, but it is that.
The school does for the child what it is impossible for
the home in general to do. The school gives education to all,
v;hereas in the home or church this would be impossible, after a
certain period and beyond a certain degree. The school does away
as far as possible with class distinctions and aim.s at a true
democracy.
The school, then, is a very important factor in society,
and one that we should not vmnt to give up.
Our third factor is the church — a factor which, we
believe, is coming to have more influence than in years gone by.
As the school is the institution of education so the church is the
institution of religion. And, as we think of
THE CHURCH
religion here we v/ill think in terms of Christ-
ianity. And, we will not think of Christianity as a religion for
individuals only. Rather we will think of it as an ideal for
society, for as ".Villiam AdamiS Brown says, "Side by side with
His preaching of personal repentance, Jesus announced the com.ing
of the Kingdom.
The church as it relates itself to society has been
criticized a great deal because it has not done ever^rthing that
it was expected to do. In some cases the criticism, has been
just, while in other cases the church has been expected to do
^ The Church in America p. 153.
c
things which belonged rightfully to other organizations or other
institutions
•
Concerning the nature and limits of the church's social
responsibility. Dr. Brown has this to say: "The church is respon-
sible: (1) for keeping the Christian ideal for society constantly
before men's m.inds; (2) for producing men and y/om.en who in their
several spheres of activity apply Christian principles to social
relations, thus increasing the evidence that Christianity is
socially/ practicable; (3) for keeping people informed of what is
being done in the social application, and so helping to create a
public opinion which will make it possible to Christianize all our
institutions; and (4) in the m.eantime while the process is still
incomplete, for conducting their affairs in such a way as to give
a convincing dem.onstr at ion that a Christian institution is possible."
Too, many seem, to have lost faith in the church as an
institution. In this connection we will listen to Dr. Brov/n again:
"That the church has still a strong hold upon public sentiment and
respect, there is no reason to doubt. Although complaints are
made of the slight influence exercised by the m.inistr^r as a pro-
fession, of the failure of the ministry to appeal to the best of
our young men as a life work, of the lowering of professional
standards in the ministry, and of the division and competition
among the denominations we still continue to find m.en in every
walk of life who, having found nowhere else the moral leadership
which the hour demands, turn with hope to religion and to the church
as an institution of religion. This appeal to the church combes
from the most varied groups— from editors, from, men holding
public office, from, military commanders, from, leaders of
1
The Church in America p. 169.

7political parties, most recently from men of business."-^
Without Christianity in our society v/e would be without
hope, and without the church, as the institution which embodies
the ideals of Christianity, we would be without a very important
factor for the promoting and the working out of Christian ideals.
The fourth and last factor of society which we shall
consider in this thesis is the r:ome. V/e might have used the term.
"Pamil:/" instead, but vre prefer the term. 'Home"
THE HOME
as it seemiS to possess more of the emotional
values than the form:er term. However, from, the m.any books we
have read on the subject of the "Hom.e" and the "Family", we would
conclude that no particular differentiation is m.ade; so, when we
quote from various sources we will use the terms interchangeably.
Dr • James Quayle Dealey says, "The most important and
most fundamental of all institutions is the family." After a
little reflection it seems to me, we must all agree with this
statement. In the preceding discussion we have recognized the
great importance of the state, the school, and the church. Now,
as we come to study the home in its value and in its relative
importance to the other factors, we miust concede that if it were
not for the home, these other factors 7:ould be rather valueless.
"The famil37-", says Carroll D. ".'right, "will ever remain
in all conditions of society its true unit and its keystone. It
is the natural, m.ost trul^r religious social unit, and loj its ver3r
conditions stimulates the highest social service of its members,
leads each and every one to consider the welfare and happiness of
others, ramily life, when lived under true conditions leads to the
^ The Church in America j). 6.
The Family in its Sociological Aspects p. 1.
<
establishing of the very best and most useful instrumentalities by
which society grows, and by which it recognizes the wants and
purposes of the individual units •"^
However, we would not set the home apart from society
as a self-sufficing independent institution. This it is not, but
"it is grounded on the existence and welfare of the larger social
order", says John Gillette. He continues by saying that there
is a constant give and take, a passing back and forth between the
general and the special group. At all times there is a give and
take between the family and the world. Consequently, it is in-
evitable that each shall be influenced by the other.
Ivir • Gillette considers the family institution as "a
part of the mechanism of society by which the social order is per-
petuated", and in a brief exposition enables us to see how the
family enters into the situation. "There is said to be a social
order because the various organizations, institutions, customs,
ideas which constitute society remain com.paratively fixed and
orderly relative to each other. A relatively stable and fixed
social order is a prime necessity for purposes of conducting the
affairs of life. If we are to carry any plan of pursuit to a
successful end it is requisite that the future conditions involved
in the enterprise shall be known. That m.eans that they shall be
fixed and orderly so that they may be understood. 7/hile society
does undergo transformations from, time to time, nevertheless
pursuits and happiness in life demand a large amount of social
stability."^
^ Outline of Practical Sociolog;^?- p. 72.
^ The Family and Society p. 19.
The Family and Society p. 19.
^ The Jf'amily and Society p. 20.
i
"Tradition acts as a long leading string that binds the
present to the past. Custorr: constitutes a great mould which
presses upon the mind of every child. Conventionality weaves its
web about the minds of the new generation. Imitation plays like
a shuttle through them all. Hence the generation grov;ing up be-
comes like that which surrounds it, .he old order changes slowly
if it changes at all. Those who desire a new order are able to
reach the mass of citizens but slightly. Hence progress is not
catastrophic
"The family takes the young in the great imitative period
of life when they are r>iost plastic and impresses upon them the
stock of ideas which the parents received from their parents in
turn and which have been but little modified by their larger
contact and experience with the world, ffor the mass of people
life consists more of habitual m^ovements organized into activities
than it does of ideas. These are learned and perpetuated by hom.e
influences ,"
So, "whatever threatens the existence of the famiily,
lowers its tone, or affects its effeciency must be viev-ed as inimical
to society generally,"*^
In this connection John B. Robins says: "Underneath
American life are the homes of Aiiierlcan people, "Vhatever de-
stroys the unity and freedom of the hom.e, whatever robs it of
its purity, is felt in the united life of the people, and in the
civilization that characterizes their history; the home is the
foundation upon which all else rests."
T/e would conclude our estimate of the home or the
^ The Family and Society p. SI,
2 11 u u u p. 22,
3 n It II H
The Family- -A necessity of Civilization pp. 16-and 13.
<c
family with the words of John lY, Langdale, "The family is a more
significant institution of civilization than is the state, the
school, or the church. It is a fundamental institution that must
be sustained to secure race maintenance and social progress and
high heroic character. The family is an institution that cannot
be superceded."*^
Chapter III.
The Relation of the riome to the Other Contributing Factors
.
In the previous chapter we have considered the main
factors in society and how they relate themselves to society. V/e
concluded the chapter loy establishing the thesis that the home
was the primary and most fundaiiiental institution of society, 'ue
will now try to show how this primary factor — the Home is
related to the various aspects of the other main factors in
society; namely, the state, the school, and the church.
Many writers agree that the type of state which ^e
have is directly dependent upon the type of hom.e which we have.
John '.'/• Langdale says that the
THE RSLATIOTI OP TEE
well-being of the state is propor-
EOME TO TI-IE STATE
tionate to its number of healthy
families than can grow up in clean surroundings, and that the
•family is the accurate m.easure of the moral conditions of the
p
community. '
John B. Robins says, "V/e are to look to the permanency
of the state not in great leaders nor learned statesmen, nor
Citizenship and Moral Reform p. 47.
^ Citizenship and Toral Reform, p. 47.
II
representative governments, nor monarchies, nor standing armies,
nor great wealth, nor endo'jed colleges, nor numerous churches, nor
magnificent rituals or creeds, but to the purity of the hom.es, and
the virtue of the parents who furnish a population to a country."-^
Yv'e need not go far in our ovrn experience to realize
the truth of this statement. A boy who is reared in a home where
the family discussion concerns transactions which the father makes
froF day to day is very apt, unless some other ver^?- strong influence
counteracts the same, to go into industr;/, for example, with the
idea of making all the money that he can. This thing will be so
uppermost in his mind that he will be very apt to disregard the
rights, the health and the well-being of others.
On the other hand, a boy yiho has been reared in a home
where he has learned important rules of health and sanitation will
not go into a factory as employer and kill of his em.ployees
gradually by allowing conditions to exist under v^hich men cannot
live •
As the ethics of the hom.e are carried into industry, so
are the habits of the home. In most homes there is work to be done
in which the children can participate. By assisting in whatever
capacity they can, they learn cooperation. They learn what
division of labor m.eans and how it works out. By having certain
duties to perform, thej learn responsibility and come to feel that
they have a share in the working out of the whole schem.e. Blessed
is the child who learns or gets the habit of industry at home!
Numerous exa'rples might be given but we can see clearly
that the hom.e touches society in all of its phases. The state,
the school and the church are only groups of individuals who
1
The Family - A Necessity of Civilization p. 12.

come from a home som.ewhere.
17e will see what relation the home bears to goverrunent
.
John M, Gillette says: "Governm.ental institutions of society have
their prototype in the family. The family has its head and execu-
tive in the father or m.other, its laws which are laid down by the
parents in rules of action, its cojumon law in the family?- customs,
its courts of justice as infractions of lav/ and custom are judged,
its penal or reformatory phases in the treatment accorded to offen-
ders, its public opinion which affects its legalistic, administrative
and judicial activities. Further, it may make budgets so as to
keep within its income and have a sinking fund for emergencies.
Thus the children in the home are m.ade acquainted with the essen-
tials of governm^ental functions, and are able to appreciate the
simpler aspects of the state when they m.eet it as citizens. One of
the conspicuous truths arising from: the study of criminals in that
ruthless, loose, and unfair family governm.ents have far reaching
effects towards making anti-social individuals. The converse is
also true, namelj, that a well governed and conducted family pro-
motes the socialization of the offspring in a most effective manner."
Blessed is the child who is reared in a well regulated home.
In like m.anner, the home is a m.iniature of the great
economic society, in that it involves production, distribution,
and consumption. The famiil^^, if agriculturists, will produce
food to be sold to others. Or, if not agriculturists, they m.ay be
producers in practically anj other phase of life. They may under-
stand distribution in the manner in which the family?- income is
apportioned. All consume products in the form of fuel and food.
^ The Family and Society p. 11.
ii
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Blessed is the child who learns to give as well as to receive.
Some of our friends have said "Give us the child the
first six years of its life; then you may take him and do with him.
what you please." There is very good reasoning back of this state-
ment, and we are no- coming to realize
THE RELATION' OP THE
the fact perhaps m.ore than we ever have
HOME TO THE SCHOOL
iDefore. These are the most im.pr ess ion-
able and the most formative years of the child's whole life, so it
is very important that these years be filled with the right im-
pressions. These years, of course, under normal circmnstances are
years spent in the home, ".^e quote i^r. Gillette again: "Education
is begun in the family. Indeed the most important educative period
takes place in the hom.e. The perceptive period of childhood covers
the first few years of life. The child's first information comes
from, its parents and it is dependent on them for years as its
chief authoritative informants. t>ince wide and exact information
plays so large a part in the modern world, it is essential that this
acquisitive period should be stimulated and developed in every
good way."-^
One need not be a public school teacher long before one
realizes the strength of the ideas and ideals v:hich are im^planted
at home
.
The home is most intim.ately related to the school. Not
only does the hom.e give to the child a body of facts, but it gives
habits, manners, ideals of life, etc., which not only materially
affect the life of the child in connection with the school but
which affects the lives of the other children with v>rhom> he comes
in contact.
The Family and Society p. 12.

IvjT . Langdale sa^rs, "The inheritance a child receives in
a language, and an interest in knov^ledge indicates how feeble
would be the school unsupplanted by the home.""^ Blessed is the
child whose parents speak good English.
When v^e think of the connection of the home and school
as relates to the physical \7ell-being of the children, v^e see how
important this relation is. Children who are not taught the
rudimentary health habits ore often very obnoxious to all with whom
they com.e in contact. Iiiore than than, they are often the means of
spreading diseases. Conversely, the child who has good health
habits and a strong body given to him. by his parents is a decided
asset to the school and to society. Blessed is the child who has
been taught good health habits.
When we come to think of the home in relation to the
recreational aspect of the school, we turn our attention primarily
to the boys and girls in their teens. L:any of the vexing problems
with which high school teachers have to deal could easily be averted
if the home took the interest and energy to really understand.
Young boys and girls, for example, would not be seen on the streets
late at night if the parents maintained the proper interest and
discipline. There would be little trouble about prom.iscuous
parties, etc. Blessed are the children who have parents of
wisdom and understanding!
The relation of the Home and the church is very intimate.
Mr. John B. Robins says that churches and communities cf Christians
are nothing but the home life "writ large"
THE RELATIOrT OP TEE
Ivir . Robins, when he offers this state-
ROFiE TO THE CHOTCH
m.ent is vrriting on "The ramdly a
Hecessitji of Civilization". From? the title of his book we m.ight
^ Citizenship and Iv:oral Reform p.
2 The Pomily - A T'ecessitv of nlvn i ^.n-i-.n- r>v. _ 10.
i
be inclined to think that he was prejudiced on the side of the
family. So let us give the opinion of a man from, the field of
Sociologj'- and religion; to show what he thinks of the relation of
the home and the church. Dr. Charles A. Ellwood, in "The Reconstruc
tion of Religion"*^ sa^rs, "ii religion adapted to the needs of modern
life m.u3t have a positive and uneouivocal doctrine concerning the
family. If the first business of religion is the production of men
then its first concrete social task jvust be the construction of a
famil^r life v/hich is capable of producing fuller socialized indivi-
duals. Just as the primitive Christian church found in its attem.pt
to reconstruct a stable, m.oral family life, so social religion
today in reconstructing our world must begin with this primary
gr oup."*^
The spiritual life of the church is very largely govern-
ed by the spiritual life of the home. If Christianity is an arti-
ficial thing in the hom.e, that is what the child will naturally
expect to find in the church. If the child has not learned at home
what the love of God is, it will be very hard for him. to ever fully
realize and understand it. He will have a tendency always to look
upon his religion or his Christianity superf iciall3-.
The home can do m.uch toward the religious education
of the child. The first prayer is taught by the parents. I'.anj
children are encouraged to comimit verses or larger portions of
scripture at a very early age. Too, religious songs m.ay be taught
at a very early age. If these things are taught in the hom.e,
the church has a miuch better foundation on vfhich to build in the
carrying on of its 7;ork.
In the m.atter of recreation, the ideals which are es-
tablished in the home have a very great influence. If certain
^ p. 188.
(
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amusements are permitted and approved in the hom.e the child cannot
understand why he should be so very different when he enters the
building celled the church • I,;any of the vexing problem.s of the
church concerning amiusem.ents and recreation v/ould all be done away
with if we had hom.es which upheld higher standards plong that line.
It is v/ell to remiem.ber in this connection that recreation
means re-creation. If it is not thot it is not what it should be.
And more and m;ore, recreation and am.usemients are being subject to
this test, not only by old fogies but b^^ young people who are
thinking. Only since I began ".Titing this paragraph a letter cam.e
from. Y'.-y brother v;ho is a young fellov/ tv/enty years old and a
Junior in a big middle western university. He is out for a good
time and is very active in social affairs around the cam.pus
.
However, he expresses his utter disgust at the wilted and drawn
looking faces that he sees the morning after the night before at
a dance. This instance gives the result of an ideal that was pro-
jected at home, and was later taken out and given a thorough air-
ing, for this young man, as i^'ost all other young m.en, was not so
sure of the wisdom, of father ?nd mother, or of his school-teacher3r
sister •
In the hom.e, the members learn what it is to serve, to
sacrifice, to give, to help other members of the household. If the
hom.e is one regulated by love, all of these acts are done gladly
and willingly. Ho better basis could be made for the great depart-
m.ent of social service in the church, which is being more and
m.ore emphasized all the time. In the home they have learned what
a joy sacrifice and service in love is, so they just naturally
reach out to their fellovwen.
Y/e would conclude then that the state, the school, and
((
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the church are only made up of people fron: homes, and as the home
is, so is the state, the school and the church apt to be.
Chapter IV.
The Fact ors of the Ideal Home
.
"Home! — what gentle m.em.ories of dear, dead days that
word awakens within our mind I V/hat full, deep meaning that word
convejT-s of a spot where peace should be airways present, and where
true affection should reign supremief '.Vhat faithful messages are
breathed through that word, of a sympathy'- that never fails and of
a friendship that never forgets I In time of .loy, the word is like
an old song, learned in days of childhood, that still ever echoes
in our ear v^ith the lullabj' of our earliest love. In tim.e of
trouble or of trial, the v;ord even though it recall m.any a m!em:Orj''
of disappointm.ent , even though it bring back many a miotive for
regret, has still a strange sweetness in its sadi-'ess, a strange
balm in its bitterness, for it speaks to our heart of an unselfish-
ness that survives sorrow, and of a devotedness that defies death.
Home I -- strong chords of character with the rjusic of a beloved
melody, with the tenderness of an innocent tear, v/ith the sacred-
ness of an heroic prayer, ror hom.e is that charmed circle \Tithin
which live nnd love the nearest and the dearest friends on earth.
"Homie does not m.erely mean the house that happens to
shelter one, nor only the furniture within. Home is something
m.ore than what is made of brick and mortar, v;ith added means of
domestic use and com.fort. Home is not m,erely that m.aterial
dwelling-place v/here one miay chance to eat and sleep, nor is it
only the roof-tree which a man can call his own. Home n-ust be
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indeed soirte spot on earth, for this is its material counterpart.
It may have its details of m.aterial surroundings, its sights, its
sounds, its trifling objects cherished by childhood and sacred to
age, its characteristics of position or structure to which endear-
ing associations cling, its simple ornam.ents round which tearful
memories cluster, its thousand nothings, unnoticed by the stranger
that are priceless heirloom.s of love to your heart. But hom.e m.ust
m.ean much more
.
"Home most of all means the hallov/ed resting place where
linger the loves that are most sacred on earth. It is the tem.ple
of heart affection. It is the sanctuary blessed by noblest human
unselfishness. It is the shrine consecrated to highest hum.an love.
I-Iom.e m.eans the bonds of blood and ties of tenderness which clasp
into one close intim.acy the hearts of those v/ho hand in hand
journey heavenward. Home is the m.oral circle within which m.inds
and hearts share the same sheltor, breathe the sam.e atm.osphere,
bear the sam.e burdens, sym.pathize in the sam.e sorro7/£, enjoy the
same pleasures, divide the san^e toils, snd contribute to the same
success •
"it is a moral union of thought and will, so that lives
are linked together in the measure of one melodjr, with varying
tone, throbbing harmoniously, like hum.an chords, which, each in
its own way, catch up and rci-echo the same song of soul. Thus,
home is the spot which souls united by blessing of love or bond of
blood have made their own sweet paradise on earth. Eome is that
one place where our most cherished human hopes blossom, in secure
shelter, and vrhere God*s brightest blessings fall; for there is no
place like home. --Such is the ideal".
As has been before suggested, m.any of us, in fact m,ost
^ Robert Kane The Plain Gold Ring pp. 3-6.
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of U3, no matter hov^ superficial we may appear, really nant more
than anything else in the "jorld a good home — an ideal home where
we m.ay go and find rest and joy and peace and love. But before
V7e can m.ake anything or achieve anything we must have som.e idea of
the fundam:entals of \7hich it is m.ade •
In contemplating the m.arriage of his daughter, m.any a
good intent ioned father will V7ish that she marry a man who is well
able to support her, perhaps include somie luxuries. This, alas,
we find is not a sufficient or proper basis upon which to build a
home •
A young m,an may decide, when contemplating a wife, that
the one for him must be beautiful, she m.ust be accomplished in some
if not many of the crts, as m.usic. If he carries out his ideal and
finds the one who answers to the above description he, too, may
find if he has m.ade these things his m.ajor interest that these are
not the biggest things to consider and that they, in themselves,
are inadequate to miake the foundations of the hom.e sure.
Let us see if v;e can suggest the things that do help
to m.ake a really ideal hor.'e
.
In thinking of the personal factors of the home, we first
think of Husband and »»ife or Father and I'other . These v:ords, to
all of us, suggest volumes and worlds, but to
PERSOITAL FACTORS
write a paragraph or two about them, seem.s im-
possible. Father and mother ore the ones who loved us and cared
for us when we could not care for ourselves. They are the ones
who guided our footsteps when we did not know what our footsteps
were for. As the years advanced they were the ones we counseled
when the problems of life with their difficulties came along.
They were the ones who sympathized and cared when othens failed.
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The home in its conception does not have in it the
children, hut r.^e cannot imagine an ideal home without children.
The children require much of the parents iDut at the same tim.e they
have m,uch to give. "There is not an anvil", says Felix ^dler,
"upon which a man and a woman can beat out their spiritual per-
fection, to be compared with the task of the education of their
children. "1
"Je will have m.ore to say a' out the father, mother and
the children as we study the character factors of the ideal hom.e.
"And now abideth faith, hope, love, these three: but
the grestes of these is love."^ What is the estimate of love?
Let us listen to a writer of many, m.any
CHARACTER FACTORS
y§ars ago: "Though I speak with the tongues
of men and of angels, and have not Love, I am become as sounding
brass, or a tinkling cyrnbal. And though I have the gift of
prophecy, and understand all mysteries, and all knowledge; and
though I have all faith, so that I could remiove mountains, and
have not Love, I am nothing. And though I bestow all rny goods
to feed the poor, and though I give my body to be burned, and have
not Love, it profiteth m.e nothing."^
Vifhat is the nature of love? V/e refer again to the Book
of Sooks
:
"Love suffereth long, and is kind;
Love sufficeth not;
Love vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up.
Doth not behave itself unseem.ly,
Seeketh not her ovm.
Is not easily provoked,
1 ]\"arriage and Divorce p. 24. 3
^ Corinthians 13:1-5
2 I Corinthians 15:13
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Neither does love bet'^reen rnan and woman consist entirely
of flinging the velvet cloak across the muddy road for Q.ueen " ife
to walk upon. It consists of this, of course, but infinitely?- more.
Love knov7S how to suffer and suffer heroically; Love knov;s hov^ to
be kind and peaceful; love knows how to be joyous and gentle,
faithful and loyal; love knows bow to be courteous and synr.pathet ic
as v;ell as unselfish.
How much all of these things mean to a home! On the
other hand, how m.uch can there be left where these characteristics
are not found?
"The night has a thousand eyes.
And the day but one.
Yet the light of the bright world dies
With the dying sun.
The mind has a thousand eyes
And the heart but one.
Yet the light of the whole life dies
When love is done."-^
At the usual time six o'clock — three little faces
are pressed against the windovT pane. I'other leaves her prepara-
tions for supper long enough to glance dovm the street. In a few
minutes lively footsteps are heard and the door opens. Daddy steps
in. The children are in his arms in a moment, and his wife, his
sweetheart, comes to greet himi Is life \70rth living? Ol the
joy of it all.
xoday, perhaps as it has ever been before, the world
seems to be in quite a turmoil. There are wars and rumors of
Francis W. Bourdillon in Bartlett "Familiar C^uotations"
Ninth M it ion

wars. Big business is competing until we find only a survival of
that that can withstand the strain. Even our religion seems to be
under reconstruction. How we long for a haven of rest. It seems
that about the onlj place that we can in any measure get away from
the world's cares is in the peaceful, happy home. How can a hom.e
be peaceful? Surely not merely by everyone trying as hard as he
can not to say anything that will hurt the other's feelings; or
by seeing to it that the children keep absolutely quiet. It is
done that v/ay. It is not done that way. V/e have peace where our
hearts are at rest. Peace may be found in a home where there is
calm.ness of temper as opposed to quick and ill tem.per . The peace-
ful home is the place where one may go with his cares and worries
and find rest
.
Love is long-suffering or patient. This quality is
needed in the home.
It is tim.e for school. Mary wants her hair combed.
"Billy" wants his lunch basket fixed immediately, and the baby
is fretful. Mother, rather than uttering some hot, impatient word
calms the \7hole situation by her patience, and all is well. Or,
a son who has been reared in a good home appears to be leaving
the admonitions of his father. Rather than try to drive his son
into the narrow path, the father "suffers all things, beareth all
things; believeth all things; hopeth all things", for he under-
stands and therefore waits, and ultimately conquers.
Every thing, every hour and every day in our homes does
not go just as we would have it, so when the vexing things of
life come we have great need for patience and longsuffer ing
.
Love is gentle. How fine it is to be gentle--never
to say the harsh word, never to be coarse and rough in our manners
c(
Are these attributes for the social gathering, for superficial use,
or may they find a place in our homes? Is home all that v/e hold
dearest? Then, let us be our best selves there.
Love is goodness. To be good is to avoid hurting,
harming, injuring, or spoiling. If we would not hurt we will
not gossip about our neighbors. V/e will not say things to our
loved ones which will make them unhappy, v/e will be kind, loving
and true
•
Love is faithful. If love is faithful, we will not
hear of many of the things that we often hear of. A m.an and a
woman have married. They have their children, perhaps several.
One or the other, the husband or the wife, decides that it is
impossible for him or her longer to be happjj- with the partner
chosen, and that his happiness may be complete, he must have a
"darling" which he has met but lately. This is not faithfulness.
It ia not love. V/e should learn that to love is not merely to
admire, it is to be faithful v/hen the roses, perhaps, are not in
bloom.
Love is loyal. There are tim.es in the home ?;hen loyalty
is needed. Another is seeking to injure a loved one of ours.
Perhaps the offender means to mar the good name of the loved one,
or perhaps he means to create jealousy. V.e v/ill believe in the
one we love, v^e will be loyal to him. If we find that the words
of the offender are false, we have gained worlds by being loyal to
our love. If \"e find that our loved one has done wrong we will
be loyal to him and help him rather than tear him down.
Love is kindness. Kindness is another way of putting
love into action. Henry Drmmi^ond says "I wonder why it is that
we are not all kinder than we are? How much the world needs it.
ii
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How easily it is done. How Instantaneously it acts. How in-
fallibly it is remembered. How superabundantly it pays itself
back#" How much little deeds of kindness are needed in our homes
to make them, grov; in love. Father needs to say the kind words to
mother. He needs to do the little things that m.ean so much at
times. Perhaps it is only helping with the supper dishes so that
mother can enjoy the story hour with the rest of the family. So,
also, mother needs to do kind things for father and the children.
And the children too, must be taught to do acts of kindness for
their parents.
Love is courtesy , --only a little different than kind-
ness. Dr. Robert F. Horton has the following to say concerning
courtesy in the home: "Of all the minor guards to watch and
cherish love, there is none more neglected than courtesy. 'Cour-
tesy for the court, love for the home* seems the thought in m.any
minds; nor is it rem.embered that love does not readily abide at
home or at court without this little page to guard his slumbers
and to carry his train. '»Vhy should v;e be borish to people be-
cause we love them? That is a question seldom, put and never
answered in any satisfactory way. I think Christ smiles tenderly
on young lovers at their wooing, but with a full heart on old
lovers v/hose wooing has not ended v/ith grey hairs. I cannot think
it is to His mind that a man should be shorter with his own wife
than with other women, or a woman m.ore 'touchy' with her husband
because she regards him as secure. Similarly, why should parents
be rude to children? It is usually admitted that children should
not be rude to parents, and that demands no argument; but cause
has yet to be shown why a father's love should adm.it of pitiless
snubs administered to helpless children, or a m.other 's love should
i
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allo\7 itself outbursts of spleen which no one will bear except her
children, and they only because they have no defence. Courtesy
can exist without love, but love without courtesy quickly gets
bedraggled and haggard.""'" Let us be more courteous to those we
love •
Love is S3T7ipathetic • The husband and father may attempt
a problem and fail either really fail or he m.ay fail as judged
by the public* These things are very hard to bear. A sympathetic
and loyal wife can give him a great deal of help in succeeding.
He can feel that someone understands and cares, and this fact gives
him courage to go ahead.
S3nnpathy is equall^r appreciated in physical discomfor-
ture or distress. Perhpas the mother is going through the ex-
perience of bringing a new being their child into the v^orld.
How the s;^n"npathetic touches of kindness, and tenderness, and
thoughtfulness are appreciated!
Love, too, is unselfish. "Love seeketh not her own."
If we would have love live and grow surely we m.ust be unselfish.
In fact v/e cannot love and be selfish. Many times when we think
of selfishness we thinlc of being unwilling to give up things or
give up our notions of things. This is very important. Dr.
Robert Horton says "This matter of unselfishness in the home is not
a light thing. Rather it is thnt which lies at the root of all
great things. The secret of life is found in learning *by love to
serve one another*. TTo one permanently counts in the world who
has not learned this secret. If each member of the family has
learned to tf^ke a place subordinate to the welfare of the whole,
1
The Four Pillars of the Home pp. 25-26.
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and to yield instinctively a point wherever the interests of one
collide Y;ith those of all, there ivill issue from such a household
men and women who are fit for the life of the state and worthy
to be entrusted with the task of government ."-^
Let us be very clear about the m.atter of unselfishness.
Many tim.es we call ourselves unselfish when we are willing to give
things or concede ideas to others* One m.ay give these things
and yet be very selfish if one does not give one's self to those
he loves* There is nothing so dear to one who loves you as your-
self. Just what that is, I am. sure I cannot explain, but anyone
can very easily know whether he is really giving himself to those
he loves, and those who love him know very definitely whether or
not he is giving himself to them*
Another very important factor of the home is honesty —
just plain honesty* How m.uch we maj destroy by deceiving just once,
try telling an untruth, by doing one dishonest thing* On the other
hand, how much we can mean to our friends if we are always absolutely
honest* "e must be honest if we would be a trusted and valued
mem:ber of our home*
Simplicity should be a mark of our home. "Simplicity",
says Francis Greenwood Peabody, "does not mean meagerness, lack
of comfort is the opposite of com.plexity* The hoiTie which is
blessed with simplicity is an- uncom.plicated and single minded )^oro.e
,
free from, diversified interests and co.nflicting desires, finding
its happiness in common sympathies and joys. A sim.ple hom.e is
simply a home; not a step to something else, not an instrument
of social ambition, not m.erel^r a sleeping place; but a center of
1
The Pour Pillars of the Hom.e p. 47.
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affectionate self denial and mutual forbearance; an end in itself,
PS though the ir.ain concern for a farr.iljr Virere simply to make a
home and to keep it simple.
The making of a home is becom.ing too m.uch of an avoca-
tion v;ith us. As v.^e find ourselves in the big city in the mddst
of this and that confusion vrith this interest drawing us one v/ay
and another interest drawing us another v;ay, what a contrast pre-
sents itself to us if we let our m.em.ories of the old hom.e on the
farm com.e before us.
Consistency is a valuable factor in the home. It is
hard to be very persuasive if we habitualljr say one thing and do
another. V/e quote from Professor Peabody again in his discussion
on consistency as it has to do with the relation of parents to
their children. "Parental discipline of the home is to be chieflv
maintained, not by precepts but by consistent conduct of the
parents themiselves. A child is not easiljr moved by exhortation
but is affected vrith extraordinary ease by contagion. Mothing
is so easily transmitted as the contagion of goodness and nothing
is more contagious than a consistent life.'
Along vdth sim.plicity and consistency'-. Professor
Peabody gives an im.portant place to piet^T-, of which he says, "The
kind of American hom.e which miakes the right kind of American Boy
is a hom.e v;here simplicity and consistancy open into piety; where
the bo3'- thinks of his father not as a drill m.aster or fault finder,
so that the first instinct of the hoj is to keep out of his way,
or of his m.other as yielding a fragment of her day to her children
while comm.itting their nurture for the miost part to hired experts;
^ The Religious Education of an American Citizen p. 23.
2
The Religious Education of an Ajnerican Citizen p. 24.
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but of both parents as comrades to whom it Is a happiness to go,
and as advisers from, whom it is safe to learn* As the course of
experience broadens v/ith the years, and the problem.s and tem.pta-
tions of maturity confront the man who was once a boy, he looks
back on the parents and his hom.e v.'ith a piety which needs little
expansion to becom.e a part of his religion, and finds in that re-
treating reminiscence of his boyhood the miost convincing picture
which he can frame of the discipline and v^atchfulness of God."-^
Another very important pillar of the home is purity.
Purity is all that issues forth from, a pure clean heart, perhaps
we m.ay go so far as to say from the very heart of God through
Jesus Christ* An outer garment of conduct miay give us the sem.blance
of purity for a time but somehow, som.ewhere, the heart will speak
forth. So if we would always be pure vje miust accept Christ and
his love — life.
The last character factor of the home which we shall
consider is permanence. "For a home sor^e degree of perm.anence is
fequisite", says V/illiam Adam.s Brown, "but in America perm.anence
seems a vanishing art. The rapid change of residence due to
economic and industrial conditions; the shifting of the population
from country'- to city; the increase of wom.an*s work, particular Ijr
in factories and other occupations taking them. from, home m.any hours
in the day; the growing love of excitement; the increasing pace
at which life is lived all these create for the children of
the next generation a problem the like of ••/hich the world has not
yet seen."^
The Religious Education of an American Citizen p. 26.
The Church in America p. o±.
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Permanency of the home is of untold valuer I know what
a spot at the end of a lane a m.ile long, back in Indiana, has
m.eant to me as I have v^andered upon the face of the earth, and as
I, with my husband, will undoubtedly continue to wander, for his
name is I.'ethodist Minister.
Let us listen to Edgar A. Guest in this connection:
"It takes a heap o'livin* in a house t* m.ake it home,
A heap o* sun an' shadder, an' ye sometim.es have t' roam.
Afore ye reall3r 'preciate the things ye lef ' behind.
An' hunger fer 'em. som.ehow, with 'em. alius on jev msind,
It don't m.ake any differunce hov/ rich ye get t' be.
How m.uch yer chairs an' tables cost, hov/ great yer luxury;
It ain't home t' ye, though it be the palace of a king.
Until som^ehow yer soul is sort o* wrapped round everything.
Hom.e ain't a place that gold can buy or get up in a miinute;
Afore it's hom.e there's got t ' be a heap o' livin' in it;
Within the walls there's got t* be some babies born, and then
Right there ye've got t' bring 'em. up t' 'jomen good, an' men;
And gradjerly, as tim.e goes on, ye find ye wouldn't part
With anything they ever used— they've grown into yer heart:
The old high chairs, the playthings, too, the little shoes they.
wore
Ye hoard; an' if ye could ye 'd keep the thumb-m.arks on the door.
Ye've got t' weep t' make it home, ye've got t' sit an' sigh
An' watch beside a loved one's bed, an' Know that Death is nigh;
An' in the stillness o' the night t' see Death's angel com.e.
An' close the eyes o' her that sm.iled, an' leave her siveet
voice dumb.
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Per these are scenes that grip the heart, an* v/hen yer tears
are dried.
Ye find the home is dearer than it was, an* sanctified;
An* tuggin* at ye always are the pleasant rriemories
0* her that r^as an* is no more — ye can*t escape from these.
Ye*ve got t* sing an* dance fer years, ye *ve got t* rom.p an* play.
An* learn t* love the things ye have by usin* *em each day;
Even the roses *round the porch must blossom year by ^rear
Afore they *com.e a part o* je
,
suggest in* someone dear
Who used t* love *em long ago, an* trained *em jes * t* run
The waj they do, so*s they would get the early m.ornin* sun;
Ye *ve got t* love each brick an* stone from, cellar up t* dorne:
It takes a heap o* livin* in a house t* make it home."
As the home needs character factors, so it needs social-
izing factors. V/e will try to show the value of industry, co-
operation, consideration, sacrifice, service,
SOCIALIZING FACTORS
economy, discipline, compankonship and
hum.or •
In the old-fashioned home, industry was one of the main
factors. The father procured the food, which the miother prepared.
(By prepared me do not miean, of course, cutting a tin can and
warm.ing the contents.) The father procured the skins or the wool,
from, which the mother and the daughters m.ade the clothing. There
was work for all in the household. There was wood to be gathered.
There was garden to be tended. All took a part. Prom> this ex-
perience they were prepared to go out from, the hom.e at the appro-
priate time and make a home of their own. The fact that there was
work to do, did away with, many of the problem.s of discipline re-
{
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suiting from idleness in our modern homes. '.York of the type
adapted to the child is good for all children. It keeps them
busy, gives them. som:ething to think about, and manjr tim.es creates
inventive po7/er« As work is good for the children, so is it
good for the fathers and m.others . e grant that many fathers and
m.others have too m.uch 7;ork to do, and need more leisure. However,
if vre must choose betv/een tv;o inconsistencies, v;ould choose
an over-balance of 'vork rather than an over-balance of leisure.
We should all be producers in som.e formi or other. It is good for
us and it is good for others, "e cannot enjoy leisure unless we
have a consciousness of sor.ie work vrell done.
Before v/e can go out into the big world of society and
be able to do a very great service, we m^ust know what it means
to cooperate. Society is becoming so com:plex and so closely inter-
twined that no m.atter how sm.all a task v/e undertake we find that
we must work shoulder to shoulder with our fellov/s if we would
accom.plish our task. The home is the sim.plest of organizations,
and therefore is the best place to learn cooperation. The home
is organized on a definite, cooperative schemie. Father goes outside
the hom.e to work, «- to lend a hand in the Is-rge scheme of societjr,
and to earn money which will be necessary for the m.aintenance of
his home. Mother attends to most of the duties of the home. For
these duties she receives no regular wage but because she relieves
the father of these duties he can bring the wage home for her. As
the children grow up, little things are found for themi to do.
Perhaps by having them: do these things they are making m:ore work
for m.other than if she had done it herself — but she is teaching
them how to help, how to cooperate.
j
J
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This leads us to think of consideration. If mother
teaches a child to perform a certain duty, the child learns in
the process, for instance, that a room doesn't just happen to be
spotless. It takes work, it takes effort that perhaps sometimes
would rather be expended on some more delightful task. If sonny
has to m.op the kitchen floor a few times, he v/ill instinctively
brush his muddy shoes before entering. So he learns to be more
considerate. The writer was teaching a young fellow of eighteen
years hov/ to wash tablecloths. The student had quite a strenuous
tim.e in mastering the art. "For the first timie in my life", he
said, "I realized v;hat the clean tablecloths have cost my mother.
I will be much m.ore careful at the table after this."
There are hundreds of v/ays in which we can be consider-
ate in our homes. Father can be considerate of mother. He will
not request her to do unreasonable things, especialljr if she be
tired. Pie will assist her as he can. I.'other will respect the
rights of father. So all through our lives v/e will do acts of kind-
ness and courtesy through consideration of others and so learn to
live together in greater harmony.
Consideration maj m.ean or lead to sacrifice. Perhaps
one member of the family may want to do a certain thing which is
not convenient for the other mem.bers to do. One must sacrifice
his desires for the good of the whole. Numerous examples of the
need of one to sacrifice for others of the hom.e m.ight be given,
but suffice it to say that we can not really love and care for
others and always dem.and that we shall have our own way. "The
fundamental conception of a genuine self sacrifice are learned
only in the fam.ily. In it the strong learn to respect the weaker,
the weak are encouraged to develop their strength by using it.
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under the influence of family love."-^
Economy must be a mark of the hom.e, no matter whether
it he poor or rich. The things of this v:orld are only given to us
to use and we have no right to waste things. Many are poor and many
are needy. Besides there are m>any philanthropic institutions which
lie can assist if we have so m.uch we do not know what to do with it.
Pood should not be wasted. If more food is prepared than is con-
suTiied at one m.eal, it should be worked over and served again. Our
clothes should not be extravagant even if we have plenty with which
to buy. Neither should we have unnecessary household assistants.
This state of affairs produces a very bad effect upon the children.
Another very important socializing factor is discipline.
Som.e way, somehow, without a loud voice and stam.ping feet, discip-
line m.ust be a rule of the home. There rrust not be a rule of
tyrannjT-; there must be a rule of love, but one that loves so m.uch
that they can punish when it is absolutely necessary. A child
who does not understand discipline and authority at home is likely
never to learn it elsewhere, and what is just as probable, he will
pay very dear for his lack of kno?rledge on that subject. A story
preserved by S. D. Gordon, in his book "C.uiet Talks on Home Ideals",
illustrates so well our idea or perfect discipline that we give
it here in full:
"Tom Never Left Down the Bars Ag-ain"
"
*Once I saved Tom from a promised whipping for leaving
down the bars when he went after the cows at milking tim:e, thus
giving the young cattle left in the pasture a chance to get out,
which they always improved. If they vTere on the back side of the
lot when Tom got the cows he thought it unnecessary to put up the
^ Gillette -- The Pamiljr and Society p. 14.
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bars. It would be so short a time when the cows would be driven
back*
"'Father cautioned and reproved him several times, till
finally he threatened to whip him if it happened ngain« Several
weeks passed, and he left the bars dovm again* The young cattle
got into the corn, doing much damage,
"'The next morning father said nothing, but "lent about
his usual work. Tom was gloomy; there was an air of depression in
the house, and I v/as greatly troubled, I couldn't bear to have
Tom whipped, nor could I blame father, At last I resolved to go
and speak to him,
"'The sun was shining brightly, and he was opening som.e
tumbles of hay in the east meadow, I approached him slowly, for I
did not feel sure of my ground, and stood still \d.thout saying a
word. He looked up at me and said:
"'V/ell, Joe, what is it?'
"'l have come to speak to you about Tom. I don't want
him whipped .
'
"
'l do not see how you can help it, n^y son. I cannot
have Yf^ crops destroyed in this way, and I must keep my word.'
"'Father, didn't you read this in the morning lesson:
"He was wounded for our transgressions; He was bruised for our
iniquities, and by His stripes we are healed."'
"'Yes; Y/hat a boy you are to remember, Joe.'
"
''-Veil, I will take half the blo7^s you intend to give
Tom.
'
"'I can't do that, Joe. Tom. is the transgressor, not you,
father answered, his face softening and his voice tremibling a little.
Then looking dov/n at me keenly, he asked:
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"'Did Torn send you to me?'
"'No. Pie knovTS nothing of mj corning.'
"My father stood leaning on his pitchfork v/ith both
hands, looking down on the ground. At length he said:
" *Go and bring Tom..*
"I found him on the front porch with a sober face,
trying to study.
"'Come with me, Tom; father wants you.'
"I know what he wants', turning a little pale. After a
moment's hesitation he arose, saying:
"'l might as well go now and have it done with.'
"As vie walked along I thought best to give him. a little
advice, for he generally did as occasion served him. There was
no knowing beforehand what he 7/ould do.
"Now, Tom, you mustn't flare up or show any spunk. You
must be humble and answer father 's questions in a good kind of
vray. You m.ustn't talk any; only answer his questions. I don't
think he'll be hard with you.'
"To this he made no reply. He evident l3r thought it
easy for me to talk; the stripes were not com.ing down on my back.
"P^ither stood as I had left him. I can see him. now,
after the lapse of so many years, with his back to the morning
sun, leaning forward a little on the stall of his fork, looking
down to the ground, one hand above the other and his chin on his
hands, and som.e forkfuls of hay scattered about him.
"He did not seern to see us. He was lost in reverie.
"'Father,' I ventured timidly, 'Torn is here.'
"He looked up at us both quickly, then said:
I
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" *Tom, do you remember these v;ords in our Scripture
reading this morning, "He was wounded for our transgressions; Re
was bruised for our iniquities, and by His stripes vie are healed''?*
"
*yes
,
sir,* answered Tom, greatly surprised.
*"Y/hat do you think those v/ords mean?'
"
*That Christ suffered for us*, replied Tom, his voice
unsteady and his face flushing up.
"'Well, Joe offers to suffer for you.*
"Tom turned to me with a look on his face I shall neve
forget, and exclaimed:
" *TIo, Joe, you shall not do that.*
"Then flinging his arm.s around my neck, he kissed m.e,
and, quick as a flash, stepped up to father and held out his hand,
saying:
"'The stripes belong to me, father; I am ready.'
"Tears were now falling down father's face, and for a
minute he could not speak. Then he said:
"Ho, Tom, I cannot punish anyone now. I do not think
3rou*ll ever forget this day. If you do, rem.ember Joe *s offer holds
good. I love my children, and 1 want to do them all the good I
can. But I must be obeyed and that is one way of doing them good.
You majr go now .
'
"Tom did not stir. He was evidently waiting for me and
yet, for some reason I could not explain, I hesitated, stepping
closer, I said:
"*Father, I want to kiss you.*
"He caught me in his arms, saying: *0h, my boy,* and
kissed m.e. Then, taking Tom, who was ready, he said: *God bless
you, dear Tom,* kissing him with swiinming eyes.
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"Then with a great awe upon us, we went to the house. I
will add that Tom never left the bars down again.
*
"V/hat a blessed picture of God that father found opening
up to him as he acted the part of God to his erring son; V.'hat a
new motive power love put into that boy's life from, that moment onl"
V/e would not have our readers believe that only the
serious and hard virtues of life are important. Vo less important
than these is the quality of good humor. On tliis subject we quote
from a French author, Charles V/agner , in "By the Fireside": "Have
you observed that good humor is frequently a co2nmodity of export,
and that when it has been distributed abroad, none is left for do-
mestic consumption? that there are people with a wide reputation
for it, who carry relief and relaxation and cheerfulness v/herever
they go, who nevertheless fill no such mission in their hom.es?"
All of us have observed this fact m.any tijnes. This
state of affairs undoubtedly arises from the fact that many regard
their homes as sim.ply places to eat and sleep, and v/hat one does
there doesn't really matter anyhow. This attitude has no place
in the ideal hom.e. Somehow we m.ust get other ideas into people's
minds. The home is the most sacred, the most important place on
earth.
Good humor is a great power. It will solve m.anjr a
difficulty. If a husband sees that his wife is not in the best
mood, no matter how he feels he should see the funny side or per-
haps not take the thing seriously. A homely, little personal
illustration might be used here if our readers will a] low it.
The writer's husband is very good natured, and he is not easily
^ pp. 262-268
^ p. 208.
I
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ruffled or disturbed. Not quite so much can be said of his 7/ife.
Times come vjhen this important decision must be made and this thing
must receive immediate attention, and that letter m.ust be i^ritten.
The stress of the whole thing wears on the nerves. In the midst of
it all I must get dinner and get it over with so all these m.atters
can be attended to. husband comes out to the kitchen to have a
little fun, and by so doing tends to delay the process of getting
dinner. I start a serious argmnent, perhaps corplain of a thing
or two, and he seriously replies, "Now if you don't look out, I'll
kiss you." Then there is nothing more to say.
of character, in dealing with m.iaunderstandings , in the process of
education, in business, everywhere in short, a trifle of good humor
goes a long way. I would put good humor in the ranks of the virtues,
if I did not call it rather a bouquet of virtues. How smiles of
kindness and contagious gaiety lighten the burdens of m.en. They
hold the seorets of pardon and encouragement: they bridge space,
dissipate cold, and make the desert bloom. Plow grateful I am for
the relief they bring, for the coimnunication of their charm. ""^
S. Curtis says, "It has been said that the child learns m.ore in the
first six years of his life than he does in all the years that com.e
afterwards. ijuring these first years play constitutes his curri-
culum, the house or yard his school room, and the mother his prin-
cipal teacher. The home m.ay furnish the place, the materials, and
the companionship for this play, else these years will largely lack
the training that they should have."^
¥t • V/agner concludes, "in smoothing over angularities
Play is another important factor in the home. Henry
Charles V/agiier By the Fireside pp. 214, 215.
Play and I^creation p. 5.
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Of course, we will wish also that as many as possible
get higher and more specialized training, for all we can get is
none too much.
Besides being able to better care for their children,
well educated parents are an inspiration to their children. The
parents have set a mark r/hich the children v/ill not want to come
short of. Still another phase enters in — the matter of heredity.
Well educated parents are able to give m.uch to the child even be-
fore birth. This fact gives the child a m.uch better start in life
than it otherwise would have.
A home to be ideal should contain or maintain as many
educational influences as is possible, xhe hom.e should be the center
of recreation and attraction. There will be little trouble about
wandering boys and girls if there is an attractive home for them,
where love reigns. If the father and m.other find their principal
amusements in the home, the children v^ill undoubtedly do likev^rise.
Conversely, if the father and mother go to the theatre, the club,
and the teall, the youngsters will see what the street holds forth /
for them. /
Good Books are a valuable asset to a homse. V/e read many
/
illustrations from, history of the influence of a good book. Ii
this connection our attention is usually ^burned to Abraham Lincoln
and his few good books. S. D. Gordon says, "To teach a chilof to
read a book thoughtfully is one of the greatest services th^t can
be rendered. The thoughtful m.astering ^'of one good book will fre-
quentlj'- train and transform the whole jlife. And, more, it fixes the
reading habit which m.akes all books y^ur helpers and servants."
Magazines are important tqfo. However their importance
need not be stressed, as most people' emphasize the magazine phase
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of reading too much. Iv'agazine reading if carried to excess often
develops shallow reading and thinking habits.
Pictures are of immiense value. Many tiines we receive
a lesson from a picture that we would never get otherwise. The
writer was given a very inexpensive pencil picture of a girl m.any
years ago. The lines of the face spell modesty, sim^plicity, and
sweetness. I love the picture, and it has hung in my room, whither-
soever I have gone.
The story is told of a young Yale student of twenty-two.
The walls of his room v/ere covered with cheap flaming prints of
advertisement pictures and actresses and the like. A friend gave
him a copy of Hofm.ann's wonderful Gethsem.ane Christ-head. The
joung fellow hung up his new art treasure. Soon he was up on a
chair taking the cheap prints down, ^hat great Christ face caught
and gripped him. Ee said: "I couldn*t let those cheap things stay
up there beside that face J" 7/ithout doubt the change of the walls
of his room told a change on the inner \^alls of his heart, too."^
V/e should have music in our hom.es both for education
and for pleasure. If some memiber of the home can play an instru-
m.ent, that is fine, we shall have good m.usic. If we have to grind
our music out of a box, we want to get good records, f.'usic some-
how becom.es a part of one, so we want the masterpieces to have/
a
place in our thoughts. I well rem.em.ber ^hen first I heard soLe
real masterpieces played on the piano. jFrom that tim.e to tjais,
that h^ been the type of music that I long to hear. The j^aster-
pieces have an inexplainable message f6r us all, so we sliould
m.ake it possible for our children to ^ave them, early in life.
^ S. D. Gordon — Quiet Talks on Home Ideals p. 248.
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W© quote again frorn Llr . Curtis — this time from his
discussion of music in the home. He says: "Music is at the sam.e
time art and recreation and sociability* Music at its best seem.s
to be a comjnon m.ediumi in which spirits blend. If a family can sing
together occasionall37- it v/ill do m:ucb to maintain the family har-
Fiony, and it will also provide a valuable training. It helps to
throw off the care of the day and to rest from, m.onotonous work.
It should be a part - of the family policy that at least one m.ember
of the family should have some training in instrumental music, and
that all should sing. Mysic m.akes a definite contribution to the
hom.e, to individual training and to the social life of the comji^unity
;
for all of these reasons it should not be neglected."-^
Gam.es, we have already suggested above, in a general
wa^r under the subject of play. There should be gam.es for the
children, and other gam.es for all. Plajring these games should be
looked forward to by all. The games for the cliildren especially
should be of the constructive sort. Checkers, dominoes, and
authors are standard games that are played nearly everywhere,
and everyone — old and young enjojr them.. Again, Mr. Curtis
sa3rs, "Parents should play with their children for their own and,
their children's sakes, for there is no other way that one can/
keep in intimate and sympathetic toDuch with a child. The oormon
play not only establishes a sympathetic relationship, but thj re-
creation is needed by the parents as muoh as it is by the child-
ren."^ Flay betv/een parents and children leads to a muchym.ore
intim.ate understanding in later ].ife.
We should have special guests in our home. These guests
^ Play and Recreation p. 9.
Playoand Recreation p. 14.
\
/
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should be introduced to our children the sarne as to an older merrier
of the family. Ivlost children are simplj?- ignored when a stranger
comes to the hom.e. The inevitable result is that they consider
themselves of little importance with regard to this guest. They
have no part in his entertainm.ent j therefore they have no part to
perform. Then we wonder why children are many tim.es rude. The
parents have been very rude to the children, so they consider that
that is the natural and proper way to act.
Special functions should have their place in the hom.e
life. There should be merry-making in the home on the special
days of the year,— Christmas; and Thanksgiving should be big fam.ily
days. Then there is the wedding anniversary and the birthdays.
These occasions teke but little time even in a busy hom.e, and
thej mean so m.uch. T^ey usually m.ean m.ost to the children. They
ought to m.ean more to the parent. Father and mother should not get
so busy that they have not time to stop to reflect upon their
sedding day, and to call up all of those m.em.ories that are so dear.
Besides the particular fam.ily functions there should
be some wholesomie evening parties for the young people. There /
should be some little afternoon parties for the little people.
There should be picnics, and tramps through the woods all of/
those things which spice up the daily routine of life.
Recreation in the home is so ^imcpdirtant and it ha^ been
neglected by so many homes that ?/e feel that we should em,pli4size
it as much as possible. "The attitude and tastes of parem;s relative
to what sports and form.s of recreation are suitable", sa/s I.r
.
John Gillette, "give a direction to the lives of the children.
Since games, sports, and recreation constitute such a vital part
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in the life of the v;orld, fathers and mothers have a large re-
sponsibility in moulding appetites and directing the recreational
activities of their offspring."^
Story-telling is a very important function to be indulg-
ed in in the home. Story-telling, as other forms of recreation,
brings the family together and gives them, common interests. The
story-telling hour, too, makes a fin^ tim.e for rest and relaxa-
tion from, the cares of the day. Besides, it is a m.eans of intro-
ducing the children to literature and to books. By this means a
taste for reading will undoubtedly?- be developed. Concerning the
power of the story. Miss alberta L'unkres says, -'Those who have
looked' into the faces of children listening to a story, who have
seen the sparkling eye and noticed the bated breath of the atten-
tive little listeners, and who have traced the results of the story
in the lives of "the children, need no argujr.ent to convince them,
of its power ."^
Our homes, aside from, being attractive in spirit should
be attractive in appearance. To be attractive does not mean that
they must be elaborate. In the first place, they can be neat,
and clean, and orderly. The poorest hom.e can be this, if the
mother does not have to be a wage earner. We can keep the grounds
about our hom.es neat, and we can m.ake them, attractive by planting
shrubbery v;hich is not so very expensive.
Our hom.es must be m.ade just as attractive as possible
for our children. John A- . Langdale, says "The norm.al home m.ust
be miade more attractive to counteract the glam:or or external
^ The Pam.ily and Society p. 16.
2
Pr4m.ary Methods in the Church School.
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amusements", (and the writer of this thesis would add: to correct
the standards of public amusements). "Outside friends, pleasures,
even church life should be m:ade to contribute to fajnily unity.
Quite a different phase of educational influence in the
home, than has been previously discussed, is health habits. The
habits rhich a person learns in his childhood are the habits which
he is likely to keep through life. Among the most im.portant habits
of life formed are health habits, une needs to understand that
there is a regular time for eating, that there is a regular time
for sleeping ; that certain things and certain habits are helpful
to our bodies and that others are harm.ful, and that r'hether they
are helpful or harmi'ul has m^uch to do with our happiness. John
W. Gillette, says, "Large item.s in the education of individuals
are those of sanitation and health. The hom.e that carefully attends
to these matters exercises a beneficient influence on the future
career of the children, and a profound effect on the v/orld. Much
of the deficit in the health and strength of m.ature m.en and wom.en
is due to the neglect of childhood. The parents who m^aintain
healthful conditions in the hom.e and teach the ^^'oung by example
and rational training, to care for them.selves properly, are indeed
social benefactors."^
The factors of the ideal hom.e would be not at all com.plete
without the religious factors. Under this head v;e will discuss
the religious character of the parents, the
RELIGIOUS PACTC'RS
religious instruction of the children by
the parents, fainily worship, and grace at meals.
"Religion", says Gillette, "is less an affair of birth
Citizenship and Moral Reform p. 60.
2
The Family and Society p. 12.
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than cultivation. While the child that does not secure its re-
ligious ideas in the home may later become religious, its religion
is likely to be less deep and more artificial than in the case of
•1
the child who develops in the m.idst of a religious atmosphere."
The religious character of the parents is much m.ore
important than the religious instruction given by the parents, for
we learn by example much easier and much more surely than by precept.
Luther Allen V/eigle says, "'.Ve profess to trust in God
yet v;e worry and hurry, fume and fret as though we had no Father.
Ve hold that it is more blessed to give than to receive; yet ve
live as though getting were the whole of life, and vre gruFible every
time v/e are asked to give, however worthy the object; and we show
that public opinion is our real authority, by our anxiety to know
what other folks are giving, etc."^ This is the way our inconsis-
tencies look on paper.
Dr. "Veigle continues by saying "The most potent influence
for good that the whole v/orld knows is a whole-minded Christian home.
In such a home the life of the parents expresses their convictions
rather than their frailties; and their instruction of the children
in the truths of the Christian faith is easy and natural, for it
is but an explanation of the motives which actually determine the
behavior which the children see and the conditions of life which
they share. Such a home is quiet, unhurried, v/ithout strain and
stress; and the feelings and erpotions inducted within the children
by the contagion of sympathy are unhectic, sound and wholesome.
The suggestions of such homes are in right directions, its un-
conscious models worthy of imitation. Its authority is reasonable;
^ The Family and Society p. 15.
2
The Training of Children in the christian Family p. 44.
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its spirit that of .mutual affeotion; its members are friends and
cojnrades v/ho stick together in v/ork and play. In such a home the
kingdom of God begins to come on earth that kingdom which will
come fully when all men realize that they have one father and are
brethren."'^
Of course, even though we would value character very
highly, we would not leave out instruction for it is very imiportant.
We all remember the tribute that Ruskin paid to his mother and to
his religious training in childhood when he said, "Whatever I have
done in my life has simply been due to the fact that when I was a
child )ny mother daily read v/ith m.e a part of the Bible, and daily
made me learn a p?irt of it by heart."
A child should commit songs and prayers, and verses
of Scripture when he is very young. Below ten years of age is the
best period for memorizing, and things memorized at this tim.e are
the things which are retained the longest. ".Vhat a pity it is that
to so many children this valuable time is wasted and lost so far
as acquiring the riches of the Scriptures, and the things of God
are concerned.
As children read the ocriptures or hear them read to
them from, time to tim.e their little minds inquire inquire into
many more things than we give them credit for many times. These
things need to be explained as they are able to understand in any
measure at all.
Family worship is a very important factor in the re-
ligious life of the family. Drs. Weigle and Tweedy as well express
our attitude on family worship that we quote them at length in this
connection. In their book "Training the Devotional Life", they
1 The Training of Children in the Christian Family p. 45.
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say "Family \70rship is the beginning of social religion. The father
was the first priest, the hearth the first altar, the 11- other and
children the first worshiping congregation, and the structure which
sheltered thern the first church. The home is the vrorld*s Holy of
I-Iolies. In the nurture and expression of true religion its place
is prim.ary and unique.
"Family ',Yorship is essential to the inaintenance and
propagation of religion. There is no substitute for it. The popu-
lar attempt to relate worship to the church and Sunday School is
both foolish and disastrous. It impoverishes the religious life
of the child. He needs the daily training and example. It starves
the soul of the grown-up. On the busy days, r;hen he m:OSt needs
spiritual food and exercise and upbuilding, he goes to his tasks
and trials and tem.ptations without that social expression of re-
ligion, vfhich clarifies and invigorates his ideals, and equips
him for the dem.ands of the day. It r-aim.s the home. Few things,
if any, will so unify the life of the fajnily, incarnating the comjn.on
praise and penitence and good-will; so pur if37- and sweeten the family
intercourse, curbing tempers, encouraging unselfishness, inspiring
service, and bringing forth the fruits of that Spirit, v;hich are
love, jo^'-, peace, long-suffering, goodness, meekness, faithfulness
and self-control, as '.worship in the home. Finally, the limiting of
religious teaching to the Sunday school tends to make the worship
of the church and Sunday school unnatural and difficult. This is
especially true in the case of children. If they worship in the
home,the act will be sim.ple, natural, intelligible, playing a prac-
tical and interesting part in real life. If worship is confined
solely to the exercises of Sunday, they ¥/ill not feel at home in
it or be impressed by the power of it. On the contrary, they will
(I
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be inclined to view it as a bit queer, something unreal and rnjrs-
terious, a tedioua and unintelligible prelirninar3'- to be endured
patiently, not a wholesome and joyous exercise in which to find
illumination and strength Take worship out of all homes,
and we shall have a constantly diminishing church attendance and
look in vain for the coming generation of ministers. Keep it in
the home, and the future of organized Christianity is safe."-^
Along with the fam^ily worship we would not forget gracS
at m.eals . By having grace at meals we nre reminded three times a
day of several things, ."e are reminded of God's good gifts in the
presence of the food before us. /e are remanded of the all
presence of God. The fact that we are reminded of his presence
dignifies us. It reminds us that our talk at the table should
take on a character that would be pleasing to Ilimi. It helps us
to come to our better selves.
In this chapter we have tried to show what factors
should go into the m.ake up of an ideal hom.e« We feel that they
are factors which should demand iruch thought and careful considera-
tion. It would hardly follow then that we
COTIGLUSION
would recommend or justify a marriage as the
result of a week or a month's flirtation under the guise of love
at first sight, and expect to build an ideal hom.e upon this founda-
tion. Rather we would teach our young people to recognize real
values in life, and would encourage them to consider the factors
of the ideal home before attempting so great and wonderful a task.
1
Weigle and Tweedy Training the Devotional Life p. 73.
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Chapter V«
Pr obiems to be Solved in Achieving the Ideal Home.
There are many and diversified problems to be solved
in achieving the ideal home. Some of the problems are inherent,
and some of them have been produced by the evolution of society.
When there are hum.an factors v/ith which to deal one cannot be
nearly so sure of the reaction of their coming together as he can
be when he pours two chemicals together. So personal factors are
always problem.s as there are no two alike, and no two react in
exactly the same way. Then, too, the character of our homes have
changed a great deal, even in the last fifty years. Influences
from, without have brought their influence to bear upon the hom.e.
The influence which has had the most sweeping effect on
the home has been the changing status of woman in the last fifty
years. This influence has com.e at such a rate hastened by the
late war — that we find ourselves in rather
THE CHATTGim
a state of confusion over the matter at the
STATUS OP V/OI.'AN
present tim.e. One person viewing the situa-
tion sees the home going to ruin. Another sees it being made
better by the change. The note of uncertainty is suggested by
I/If. Langdale, when he says "There are few present day situations
in which Clir istianity has a greater stake than whether the new
activities of business, diversions of society, allurements of the
club, excitem.ents of politics, are ministering to the happiness
and helpfulness of the home."-^
Hot so m.any ^rears ago, the home was practically self-
Citizenship and Moral Reform p. 55. BOSTON UNIVEF?SITY
C^l LEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
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sufficient. It provided its o\m clothing and food. It taught its
own school and conducted its own lYorship. Today we see a very
different situation. One by one these things have been taken out
of the hojr.e. The wojnan used to be a decided economic asset to the
home. She was then man's help-mate indeed so far as the physical
maintenance of the home was concerned. One of woman's first home
industries to go was the spinning and weaving. Later it was the
making of the garments. Step by step the industries have been
taken from the home to the factory. At present there is little
left in the home for emiplojrm.ent , so practically those women who
only can be and are vfilling to be supported in leisure and luxury
remain in the m.odern city home. The others have followed the in-
dustry that was taken from their homes. As these wom.en have found
that they could be efficient under the factorjr system, they have
gone into almost all of the industries known.
The efficiency of these wom^en in industry has led to
their economic independence. T^ey no longer call the year before
m.arriage waiting years. They can maintain themselves econom.i-
cally and enjoy the freedom, that has been enjoyed by the m.an only,
previous to this time. This very fact of econom.ic indeioendence
creates a new psychology. In years gone by everj young m.an rather
im.agined unconsciousl^T- that every girl he saw was just waiting for
him to ask her to be his bride. Things are quite different today.
He wins her if he can.
\Yomen going irto industry has affected the married
wom.an with children as well as the unmarried wom.an. Iviany occupa-
tions are very pleasant. These may appeal to the woman miore than
does the daily round of duties in the home. Or, the incom.e of
the husband may be too meagre to properly support the hom.e . The
1r
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wife and mother feels coriipelled to go out to earn.
All of these influences have had their effect on the
horne, and as before stated, we do not know just what the ultimate
outcom.e is to be. Because of v;omen*s value in industry and be-
cause of her economic independence not as manj are marrying as
previously. Very comfortable places to live are arranged in all
cities now for girls and they are not casting themselves upon Just
anybody who com.es along.
As the situation affects the m.arried wom.an it is very
serious. V/hereas before she could carry on her industry in her
own hom.e^ and be with and care for her children, now she must leave
her children behind either in charge of som.e very incompetent
person usually, or let them shift for themselves. This is very
much to be deplored.
Y/e do not believe that the picture is all darl^, however.
We know that we are now going through a transitory stage with
women in industry, and we believe that when the thing works it
out we will arrive at a higher plane generally than v^e have known
before
.
As to economic independence, it seem.s to m.e that there
is no argument. A person cannot be self-respectful and not be
economically independent or possess the qualities that one could
transform into economic independence at any time.
Victor Gallancz, says, "Girls m.ust be fitted for pro-
ficiency some industry or profession at the earliest possible
age. In this way no girl will have the alternative of idleness or
m.arriage; while m.arried wom.en, having obtained before marriage an
assured professional position, will be able to take up their work
f
again with a good chance of success vjhen the years of active mother
hood are over, and during these years v/ill not have to regard the
care of their children as synon3rmous with loss of independence. In
some cases a comibination of occupations v/ill be possible, and in
others better education will ensure that withdrawal fromi a definite
profession will not mean the cessation of all intellectual interest
and act ivities
Edward A. Ross gives a little different interpretation
of the situation. He sums up the effect of "rom.en in induistry upon
the home as follows:— "Specialized industry?- in a way unfits a
young wom.an for miarriage by weaning her from: dom.estic arts. The
girl married at eighteen directly from, the parental hom.e is m.ore
likely to n alee and keep a hom.e happy than a girl who marries at
twenty-five after s om.e years in factory, store or office.
"It m.akes for home slackness. The factory planes away
the economiic basis of family. In time of grandmothers the hom.e
was the seat of a score of productive processes and the ideal
wife was the * virtuous wom.an* celebrated by Solomon. , She m.ight .
not be a soul mate to her husband, but she v;as a prop to the pros-
perity of the household. TTow that the m^achine has captured m.ost
of the domestic processes and the middle class homie is austeined
by the earnings of the husband, the viife from, a helpm.eet has be-
come a luxury. If, now, there is a rift in the lute, the husband
becom.es conscious of carrjT-ing a burden, and resents things that
are overlooked in the v/ife who is a true yoke -fellow.
"On the other hand, the capable unencumbered wom.an who
finds herself doomed by social convention to be supported in idle-
ness by a husband v/ho can earn perhaps little m.ore than she, will
The I\;aking of Women p. 176.
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chafe under in case the marriage fails to satisfy her affections.
"Outside of the inanual laboring class, the old economic
frame v7ork of the family has largely fallen away, leaving m.ore of
the strain to come on the personal tie. Husband and v/ife are held
together by love, conscience, convention, but verj little by that
profitable co-partnership which once contributed so much to the
stability of the hom.e."^
In civic affairs, as viell as in industrjr, vre note a
radical change in the last few years as regards women. Even in the
m.em.or37- of the Y/riter it was said that for women to hold office--
"Unthinkable !" for wom.en to vote--"Riciculous J" V/e have heard
the worn phrase "The woman's place is in the homie.". To this
Orison I.'arden asks "".There is the homte and what is it?", and answers,
"The hom.e is no longer contained within the four walls of a house.
Nor is it bounded by the picket fence that surrounds it. The in-
terests of the hom.e are wherever the members of the family happen
to be. Those interests reach out into all v/alks of live. Every
morning a large part of the American hom.e flows out into the great
throbbing world of affairs. The home has been extended into that
world, into its factories, stores, workshops, business and pro-
fessional offices, laundries, bakeries, m.ines, railroads, where-
ver hujnan industry is at work. The hom.e enters into and is
affected by them all."
How true it is that wom.an can no longer keep her inter-
ests in the confines of her ovm home even is she wanted to. She
m.ust understand the influences that her children will meet.
Changing America pp. 57,58.
2
V/omian and Hom.e p. 22.
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It has been with marvelous strides in the last few years
that women have received equal suffrage; and now the logical thing
is following — they are being elected to office. V/e might add
the next natural step — the^^ are making good.
Wom.an's part in civic affairs has had its effect upon
the home. This, it seem.s to me, can be only for good. It gives
the v7oman a broader outlook and so she m.ust have a broader m.ind.
Miss l.Iary Sheepshanks, of England, in her lecture on "ovem.ber
twelfth of the last ^T-ear, at the Old South Meeting House said,
"a wom.an can be a much better m.other and be r.ore respected by her
children if she does take part in civic affairs or in the pro-
fessions
Wom.an *s changed position in education is not so recent
as in industry or in civic affairs. 'iVoman*s changed position in
industry and civic affairs, hov/ever, has been the result of their
freer entrance into education. However, that does not say that her
entrance into higher education dates very far back. I have no
statistics to prove my statement but l should guess, and believe
that I was guessing quite rightlir, that m.ore of us of this genera-
tion are college graduates than there were high school graduates
am.ong our miothers. Higher education for wom.en then was sim:ply
not in vogue.
Today we find women in nearly every phase of education.
They are not only making good; they are making better. The comi-
parison of the average scholarship in practically any university
v/ill show the general average of wom.en higher than the general
average of men. In the professions to v^hich their education has
led, they have been found to be just as efficient as they were in
r
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their scholastic v^ork.
Higher end better education of women cannot have other
than a ^ood effect upon the home, and ultimately upon societ3'-«
Lastly, in religion we are noting the changing status
of wom.en. Y/illiejii Adams Brov/n treats the situation as follows:
"With the increasing intellectual activity of v^om.en we must expect
their attitude tov/ard the church to change. As wom.en becom.e more
highly educated they will becom.e more critical of the church • In
other walks of life v/e find women bringing to the conventional methods
which have hither had the right of vts-Y s questioning and inquisitive
m.ind. VJhy should not the same be true of religion? '".'ith the
accession of wom.en to the ranks of those v;ho are thinking independ-
entlj^ about religion we should expect a reinf or cem.ent for those
who are tr^^ing to better conditions in the church*
"This interest of women in problem.s of church will be
particularly Valuable because it is the reflex of a parallel
process which is going on in their attitude to personal religion.
Their attitude toward religion is a natural result of the new
conditions in which many of them are, \70rking side side with
men, and the responsibilities v/hich are being put up to them.."^
The conditions into which women are entering put upon their reli-
gious life a strain which is bound to have some corresponding
effect on the type of their religious experience. Ihej are facing
in m.any ways that change from the older religion of authority in
which everything was taken for granted and one did simply v;hat
one was told to the m.odern religion of freedom! and responsibility
which puts ques-tions which each must answer for him;Self and lays
xhe Church in Am.erica p. 27.
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loads which cannot be shifted to other shoulders.
"In a most interesting and significant vTEky v/ornen are
concentrating in a few brief years a development which has been going
on in the race during man^r centuries. It is the change from, the
narrow and sheltered life of the home to the wider contacts and
m.ore exacting problems of life in society. V/omen are experiencing
the sense of comradeship and responsibility that comes through
the larger life of business or politics. To the old ties of family
or friendship they are adding nev; ties of class or race or nation-
ality.
"An inevitable consequence of the greater independence
of wom.en will be to give them a larger share in the administration
and governmient of the church. As the number of highly/- trained and
self-supporting wom.en has increased there has been a corresponding
increase in the number of those available for active service in the
church. But as yet this energy has found no adequate outlet. Until
recently with a few minor exceptions, all official positions in the
Protestant churches have been reserved for m-en. But this was also
true B few years ago of the other learned pr ofessions ."•*-
The admission of women to a share in the management of
the affairs of the church as a whole is comparatively recent. A
few illustrations follow:- "The Episcopal church and the I,;ethodist
Episcopal church have an order of deaconesses. The Presbyterian
church has thus far voted down the suggestion. The I'ethodist
Episcopal church South and the i^isciples and the Friends have a
vrom.an representative on the uoard of Missions. The Congregational-
ists, Disciples, Baptists and Iv;ethodists adm.it wom.en to their
^
"^he Church in America p. 28.
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highest representative body. In the Diocese of 1 assachusetts , a
woman this year (1922) for the first time took part in the election
of a Bishop. Also the ITorthern Baptist Convention elected a wom.an,
Frs . Kontgom.erjr, its president, in the sam^e year."l
It was onlj in 1920 that the i'ethodist Episcopal Church
would sllow the ordination of women for the ministrj?-.
To hear some people talk we might suppose that religion
was a m.atter of sex. Let us shake off the shackles of the past and
reall^r do a little thinking. In "Y/om.en at the '.Tor Id's Crossroads",
Ivlaude Royden says: " In all the great religions of the world, there
is special teaching about women as distinct from, men; except in the
religion of Christ. In Christ's religion there is no teaching at
all that is especially designed for women. "'^
Mr • Brown looks forward to the good effect of wom.an's
greater freedomi in religion on the hom.e. Concerning the same, he
says "With the entrance of wom.en into industry and the extension
of their interest to other spheres of service, there has been for
the timte being a shifting of interest from, that industry which has
always been wom.an 's peculiar specialty; nam.ely, making the home.
llo intelligent student of contemporary affairs believes that it
will be possible, even if it were desirable, to turn the wheels
back and make wom.en content vfith the narrov/ and limdted life which
they once lived. But is must be possible, and for the future wel-
fare of the church it is essential, to use the wider training and
insight which wom.en are gaining through their entrance into the
world of affairs to miake their work as home makers more efficient
and successful, and so to fit them, to becojie in the new age what
^ The Church in America p. 29.
2 Women at the '."a or Id's Crossroads p.T()
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they have been so conspicuously in the past, the dominant influence
in forming the character and determining the destiny of the children
who are to be the m.akers of the American church of the future.""^
) bo we see that in industry, in civic affairs, in educa-
tion, and in religion woman's position is changing and we believe
that there is a better day ahead,
Victor Gollancz says, "llany of the evils of m.odern society
are traceable to the subjection of v;om.en» Unless \70m1en are free
there cannot be freedom for society as a whole ."^
All we need is patience and a sympathetic understanding
to see things work out for a better hom.e and a better society.
As we found ir.any problems to be solved in achieving the
ideal home, concerning the changing status of woman, so will we
find them concerning the eeneral
THE GENERAL ATTITUDE
attitude toward marriage,
TOTARD MARRIAGE
'Ve will consider first the conceptions
of marriage as pictured and emphasized to us in the novel, in the
movies and on the stage.
The m.odern cheap novel, has done much harm. The young
^irl and the jo\.mg boy likes to read love stories and the popular
novel is the one most apt to fall into their eager hands. This
type of novel does not give the most wholesome and the real con-
ception of marriage. It pictures the rom.antic side in glowing
terms, but fails to call into play the strength of character that
is necessary to m.arried life, or that is produced by married life.
This sort of thing has led young people to form, very superficial
conceptions of love and of married life. If they chance to m.arry
before they have outlived this stage, their life is likel37- to be a
1 T-hfi T'nVlnp- of lvomen--?'"aude Royden and Others p. 15.
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vevj unhapp7/ one, for they will soon learn that they have quite
the same realities 7;ith which to deal fhat thej had before marriage,
and they will find themselves totally unprepared. If they do not
marry in the miidst of these attitudes, they have a long process
of mental evolution to go through. The latter was my own experience
and I know the discomfiture caused by niy growing pains, until fin-
ally I saw the light. It took me years to outlive the ideas
gathered in a few hours' reading.
Ol that we may present the real beauties of marriage
to our young people, that they maj'- not have to labor and ultimately?-
lose the sweetest relationships of life.
The "movies" and the stage make their contribution to
wrong conceptions of marriage and the m.arriage relation. These,
more than the novel, I believe, em.phasize the sensuous, the vulgar,
and unfaithfulness. The public is looking for excitement and the
persons who are selling am.usements, give them, great doses in the
above form.. This sort of thing is pictured so often that the un-
thinking public rather unconsciously accepts it as the truth of
life.
xo Show the proportionate part that unbecoming subject
related to m.arried life is being given we quote a report given by
Dr. Walter S. Athear n in his course "Principles of Heligious Educa-
tion" during the second sem.ester of the school term of 1921-1922,
at Boston University School of Theology. This report concerns
the theme of four hundred four movie reels;
223 Tense nerve-racking scenes.
2.92 Undue personal fam.iliarity between sexes.
172 Immodest dress .
140 Social and individual drinking.
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117 Interior of gambling dens, suggestive bedroom scenes,
houses of ill-fame,
124 Tarried intrigue and unfaithfulness of m.arried life.
113 Realistic struggles of girl or woman to defend her honor.
97 Indecent dancing scenes.
82 Girls or v/om.en smoking.
38 Taught lesson of divorce as a rem.edy for all inconven-
iences of marriage or as the step to a second marriage.
35 Did not contain above.
These figures are self explanator^r . wrong ideals are
being placed before the people and we are reaping the results.
It may perhaps seem almost humorous to mention jokes
as they affect the conception of marriage, especially after we have
shown the great influence of the "movies" and the stage in forming
our conceptions. But the joke is very suggestive and its influence
very subtle. The person who is too poor to go to the "m.ovies" has
two cents to buy the funn37- section of the daily newspaper. Too,
the newspaper travels to the remotest section far away from, any
movie house. The funny section falls into the hands of the tiny
tots, and thus starts very early to form, their conceptions. These
funny pictures are largely given to making a joke of married life.
Too, we find the cheap stories in the newspapers which m.ake a joke
of m.arriage. "A count of a miscellaneous ] ot of com.ic papers
showed that marriage furnished seventy-one percent of the jokes.
Popular fiction no longer ends -.vith its characters married in
for evermore happiness, but deals with m'arital unhappiness and the
pleasure of irregular relationships. ]v;inisters with their cheap
serm.onettes on love, courtship, and marriage are not guiltless.
Too, marriage is the most popular jest of the drama."-^
"1
John \V. Langdale — Citizenship and l oral Reform, p. 61.
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All of these things have their deteriorating effects,
and collect their awful toll in heartaches.
It is time that we were waking up to the situation and
realizing the real seat of so many of our ills. "'.Ye need to under-
stand that the next generation 7/ill be what the ideals of this
generation is", says Professor Evan-s , of Harvard University. We
need to become sane and sensible in teaching our own children in
our own homes. '.7e need to be m.ore concerned about the type of
thing that is printed for the general consumption of the public.
We need to wake up to \?hat is really going on in the m.ovies and the
play, and see hov^ v/e can miake m.atters better.
V/e need som:ehow to establish in the minds of the 37-oung
the proper conception of marriage — what marriage really is. vve
would somehow want them to look upon marriage as Felix Adler does
in his book "Karriage and Divorce", v^here he says, "larriage seem.s
to me to be the epitome of all other fine relations. There is a
certain element of brother liness in it as between the m.arried pair;
there is a certain fatherl3r attitude, there is a certain motherly
brooding on the part of the wife over her husband; there is friend-
ship, and an element of comradeship; and there is always som.ething
infinitely m.ore. 'Vhat is that som.ething infinitely m.ore? It is
something present in no other hum.an relation. It is jn.st the feel-
ing that, as between husband and wife, there shall be a total blend-
ing of mind with mind and heart with heart; that they shall touch
not merely at one poi"t, as friends or com.panions do, but that thej
shall touch at all points, that they cannot endure separation. They
are moved to have all things in common, to live under the same roof,
to break bread together day by day, to pass through the vicissitudes
Sermon delivered at Central Church, Boston,
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of life together, to suffer with each other, to rejoice together,
re con life's lessons together; to wish to confer perpetual benefit
each on the other. They are not romantic enthusiasts, neither are
they \Tithout the poetic rapture in each other's relation. The
real lover is he who sees a certain excellence, a certain charm--
without the attraction of that, there vjould be no approach but
beyond that, sees the possibility of greater excellence and perfec-
tion which is not yet, but which shall be developed through ir.utual
help."-^
It is because the marriage relation is of such vital
importance that we here consider it at length. Let us see just
how important it is. As v;e have pre-
TI-IE MARRIAGE RELATION
viously noted, the home is the basic
factor in society. As the hom.e is the basis of society, so marriage
is the basis of the hom^e. There never has been or never will be
any proper home or home life without marriage.
"The sort of marriage", says John B. Robins, "Which pre-
vails among a people gives caste and cbaracter to all the institutions,
civil and ecclesiastical, of such people. It is not merely two
people living together for the mutual gratification and satisfac-
tion of each other. It cannot be limited to such ends, for the
very manner of these tv/o in their relations to each other gives a
coloring to the civilization of the age and the people of their
time. A careful study of any and every country will give even a
superficial observer a statement of facts which will force him. to
the conclusion that the character of the m.arriage relations sus-
tained by a husband to his wife gives one the character of that
country itself, and its civilization."^
Felix Adler—Marriage and Divorce p. 22.
2 Rev. John B. Robins—The Family a necessity of Civilization p. 10.
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ly^ere are manjr problems to be solved in the marriage
relation. The coming together of two persons into such an intimate
relation, to function harmoniously, is not simple to say the least.
To see people regard the relationship so lightly and enter it so
haphazardly is aLmost inconceivable to the thoughtful mind.
Too, to quote ^'r. Robins again, "The relation a husband
sustains to bis wife has undergone more changes through late develop-
m.ents than any other relation among m.en. Until a few years ago, the
•husband held alm.ost an absolute control of a v.dfe's person and
property. From such a condition to the full freedom and indivi-
dual selfhood of the wife is a long stride, but it has been m^ade
by m.ost civilized nations.""^
There are problems which affect the r-'arriage from, without
and from: within. The problem.s which we shall here consider which
affect the m.arriage relation from, without are m.arriage and divorce
laws, and eugenics; and in general the religion, the education, the
age, and the social standing of the persons contemplating marriage.
The inherent problem.s in the m.arriage relation which v/e
will consider are the personal problem., the economic problem, the
whole character of sexual relations, and the rights of children --
including their right to be well born, cared for and trained.
V:e shall first consider m.arriage and divorce laws. It
may seem strange that we should discuss divorce, in this connection,
but the "divorce problem is prim.aril^ a marriage problem^ as most
divorces are of m.arriages that should never have taken place", says
Mr. Langdale.
Rev. John B. Robins—The Family a necessity of Civilization p. 9.
^ Citizenship and Moral Reform p. 61.
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There is such s v/ide diversity in marriage laws that to
go into the subject in detail would require volurries. Too, the
writer of this thesis is not familiar enough with marriage lav^s in
particular to discuss them, rlov^ever, some things are evident to
even a superficial observer.
In our ov/n country'- 7ve find thst m'any different states
present many different laws, and that from tim^e to tim=e they varjr
within the same state. If the candidates do not find laws to their
liking in one state they proceed to another. This sureljr has no
good effect. In some places as in I"assachusetts , one is required
to announce their intention of miarriage several days previous to
the date of the wedding. This, we believe to be a very good ruling.
.However, this is not the law in m.any states. V/ere this law country
wide, it would do away with many runaway miarriages, and marriages
of a simiilar type.
Eere, I will insert a few notes taken from, a book \^Titten
in England, "Divorce -- Today and Tomorrow", by C. Gasquoine Hartley
which are as follows
:
"No hasty or secret marriages can take place in Prance
and Belgium. (All regulations are under the Civil Code and have
been made with the view of preserving the fam.ily.) There the
preservation of marriage is considered as a practical proposition,
and thought is given to stop, as far as it is possible, harm, be-
fore it is done and not afterwards. Both the engagemient and the
m.arriage are affairs of the utmost importance in the families of
the young couples. The crime of bigamy is very rare; and tt^ere is
no such thing known as cases for breach of promiise of marriage.
"The great facilities given for hurried m.arriages in
England, -^^C' 3- the absence of all official inquiry from young couples.
r
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is largely responsible for the greater number of cases which come
to the disaster of the divorce courts. It leads to many un-
suitable marriages,
"Cur present careless laws are certainly acting to bring
marriage to discredit. Ve hurry young people within its bonds,
freeing them. from, all obligations to their families and to society,
and then later when disaster overtakes them., v/ith callous irony we
say, 'You have m^ade your bed and must lie upon it I
'
"If we desire really to preserve marriage, let us treat
m.arriage v/ith seriousness. '.7e are bound to realize that if we are
to succeed in freeing our society from, the evils which all of us
are deploring, our attention must sliift from attem.pts to hinder the
granting of divorce, to removing the causes that lead certainly to
the claiming of divorce. In other words, we have to formulate T'ore
practical and helpful marriage lav/s."-^
In this connection we should mention the health certifi-
cate. Since we are -rell aware of the danger of disease in m.arriage,
due to the terrible percentage of persons who are infected with
venereal disease^, our false m.odesty should no longer rem.ain a
reason for neglecting this very sim.ple thing — the requirement
of a health certificate of the applicants for a marriage license.
There are, of course, m.any other justifications other
than venereal diseased for the health certificate, but this is one
of the most important.
'He should by all means have a universal law requiring
a health certificate. Much misery and crime; and need for feeble
minded homes and similar institutions, and reformatories would be
elim.inated by this sim.ple measure.
^ C. Gasquoine Hartley Divor ce--Today and Tom^orrow p.
c
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In the matter of divorce laws we have opinions represen-
tative of the laws of South Carolina which permits no divorce,
to the opinion of the opposite extreme, which holds that marriage
should "be dissolved by the mere consent of the m.an and v/om.an in-
volved,
¥.9nj of us hc-^ve been taught that divorce was absolutely
wrong. Somehow we accepted the axiom, and asked no questions, ".'e
thought that we could never be persuaded that it v;as at all justi-
fiable under any cir cum.stances , but when we investigate the thing
and look below the surface we comiO to a different conclusion.
In the first place "the m.arriage la?/ is said to be
divine, yet it varies from country to countr;-, and also at different
periods in the same country," says C. IT. Hartley, It seems then
that "Divine" has been attached to the wrong thing when it is
attached to "m.arriage laws".
The thesis maintained by C. 0, Hartley?-, in "Divorce" is
that \'ie have to give up the ecclesiastical doctrine of the unchange-
able, indissoluble nature of m.arriage. This doctrine has been up-
held in theory, but never carried out in practice, ".herever there
is m.arriage making there is jiiarrifge breaking; and ^-herever divorce
is difficult, there woman *s lot is hard.
*
"Indissoluble marriage finds in practice, and the country
which enforces it commits self-in jury, by setting up a standard of
conduct that is not miaintained, and further one that not onl^r en-
courages illicit love and illegitimate births, but acts in deterring
the more thoughtful from, marriage and leaves the protected institu-
tion to the m.ore reckless, who do not consider the consequences.."-'-
1
(J. G. Hartley — Divorce- -Today and Tomorrow p.
cL
The illustrstion is given of Spain where no divorce is
permitted. The situation is terrible. Ivlan^'^ young ir.en do not n-arry
because of the fear of being married to sorre one whom later thej
would find it impossible to love. So they take a mistress for
awhile and finally decide not to miarry at all.
In South Carolina where divorce is not per.mitted it was
necessarjr to pass a lav/ to prevent a ri^an leaving more than one
quarter of his possessions to any mistress or illegitim.ate child.
In countries such as Holland where divorce is not a
matter of publicity and disgrace, conditions sre much m.ore whole-
some and the country in general is freer from, crime.
'e do not believe that people enter ; arripge with any
other idea than that it is to be for life, but conditions arise
which seem to make divorce the preferred course of procedure.
Too, the author of the above book on "Divorce" suggests
that it is not so easy as is somietimes thought, to break a m.aiTiage
that has lasted for any tir-e; and it takes immense courage to sever
a m.arriage if you have time to think about it and are acting v/ith-
out a spur of anger.
G. Fart leer's idea of what a divorce law should be
are somewhat as follows:"''
1. Divorce laws should be more flexible.
2. There should be freer form of divorce for the sterile
marriage than could be right for the m.arriage with children.
3. "Vould not connect divorce with guilt, but would make it a
question of quiet and careful consideration and mutual
thought and decision.
4. lYould regard divorce as a registration of a disaster that
has taken place. It records the bankruptcy of the marriage
partnership.
5. '.Tould carefully provide every practical safeguard to prevent
any hasty breaking of marriage.
1 C. G. Hartley Divorce—Today and Tomorrow p.
r
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6. Should be period of waiting after application for divorce,
vrhich should be signed by both the partners of the marriage.
7. Tiould have cornnandments of rr.arriage forinulated and read to
every couple at their betrothal and before the redding
ceremony takes place.
8. '.Vhere there are children, in every case the v/elfare of the
child or children of the marriage should be taken as the
standard to v;hich the desire of the parents m.ust be subor-
dinate, "'ould have these questions ssked:
a. V/hy is divorce desired?
b. V'ho v.rill look after and provide for the future
maintenance, education and settlem.ent in life of the
child or children?
c. '.hat arr^ount does epch parent propose to invest as a
fund for the child, or v/hat allov/ance will be made
and for how many years?
d. V/hat guarantees can be given that these provisions
for the child or children will be observed?
e. In what way is the child or children suffering from,
the existing marriage?
9. V/ould not allow parents to visit children.
This, it seem.s to me, is a very sane and sensible atti-
tude toward the matter of divorce lavrs
.
The next problem, that has to do -.Tith the m.arriage rela-
tion is eugenics. Again, it would take volumes to do this subject
justice, whereas here a few paragraphs must suffice.
"The fa' ily on its physical side has eugenic im.plica-
tions", says John I , Gillette." It bears the responsibility of
affecting the inherent ph^rsical character of the stock. Persons
who marry because of their selective power relative to mates, deter-
m.ine whether the race shall become physicall^r strong or vfeak, and
since health and strength, i.e., bodily validity are the foundation
of individual and social mind, of social energy, and of general
welfare, it is of paramount importance that this function be exer-
cised. Societies interest is so fundamental that it should not do
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less than adopt all effective rreans for securing sound parents and
preventing perilous marriages .""^
It is out of the science of eugenics that the demand for
the health certificate before marriage, has come. People are novir
really comdng to understand the lavrs of hereditjr, and are recogniz-
ing that therein lies the rem.edy for much of the distress, suffer-
ing and crirre in the v/orld.
Man^J" characteristics are transmitted directly from, parent
to offspring, ao a physical examination would aid materially in
preventing many undesirable results.
lr\ days gone by we thought that the hand of God closed
tiny eyes forever from, the light and that c:-ildren had ugly disposi-
tions just because they were ugly, llov/ we understand that man by
disobeying the laws of nature and the laws of God have inter ferred
with the life giving process, and have reaped the awful results.
I cannot believe that God, my Father, would '.vill that I should be
given a whole, clean body, and that Ke should will that some of
his other children siiould be brought into the world in shamie \7ith
a poor m.iserable body to suffer a lifetimie. I'o, we have deceived
ourselves. 7;e have lightl3r considered and played with this God
given pov;-er to create life, until we find our r'orld in a regular
turm.oil. Let us put the blame where it belongs, not on God but on
ourselves. God has given us phj^sical power. e have made sharp
steel points. Bjr thrusting such a joint into jour wife's eye, you
can cause the world to be forever darkened for her. If you should
do such p thing, consider yourself no more of a criminal than if
you knowinglj'- make eyes blind which have not yet seen the light.
Let us remind ourselves "Know ye not that ye are the tem.ple of God,
The Family and Societ^r pp. 6-7.
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and that the spirit of God drrelleth in you? If any man shall de-
file the teFiple of God, hir. shall God destroj^j for the temple of
God is holy, which temple ye are."-^
TTow let us glance at the problem.s of proper m.ating aside
from, the physical.
John B. Robins ^ives us six classes which he thinks
should not mBrry at all, which are:'^
1. Those v/ho ere m^atched hj other.
2. Those who seek to better their fortunes by marriage.
3. Those who marry for social class.
4. Those who have not self-control or a virtuous rind.
5. Those v.'ho are socially crazed.
6. Those who pve physically unfit.
We shall grant that he is right in the position which he
takes, and for this discussion vie shall consider all of these
eliminated. As our last statem.ent would suggest then there still
rem.ains a big problem, to be solved. There are tempers and tem.pera-
ments that enter into m.arrioge, we are told by those v^ho have had
experience, that are worse than some of the things that we call the
grosser sins.
In m^aking any suggestions concerning proper m.ating of a
m.an with a wom.an, we would not presum.e to make rules because v;e
understand that the love of one m.an for one wom,an does not vfork
on the plan of geometrical equations, be we do notice that som.e
things usually do hapjjen when you have given certain other quantities.
vie would suggest the m.atter of religion. A m.an and womian
1 I Corinthians 3:16.
^ xhe Fam.ily — « T'ecessity of Civilization pp. 22-31.

may love each other a great deal, but ultimatel37- in so very irany
cases, religion will transcend — perhaps it does not transcend
real love but it seeins to transcend whatever there was there, I. any
times all seems to go quite smoothly so long as there is no one bu^;
husband and wife, but when the children com.e then it is different.
What each thought he was willing to concede to the other takes on
a different form, when there is another life another possibility
to be guided in some religious channel. E^ch remem.bers his old
love his own religion — and then there is difficulty. It is
not good for the parents. It is not good for the child. For the
reason that the home is often disrupted because of people of differ-
ent religions marr^^-lng, it seems that, to say the least, very, very
serious thought should be given before any such step is taken.
In this connection we would call attention to the fact
that religious persons often marry irreligious persons. There may
be find homes which come out of such unions, but the vjriter has
never seen one. It seems to me that there never could be a happy
home under such circumstances for it is utterly impossible to have
harmonjr of spirit and of ideals where one is Christian and the other
not. "ie have heard girls, especially, say that they would marry
a m.an and reform, him or convert him. '."ell, in the first place that
is not the function of the hom.e. If you enter the home with that
sort of spirit there will be no home but m:erely a "protracted
meeting". In the second place, if one wants to do missionary work,
I would suggest doing it on a much larger scale under more favor-
able cir cum.stances
.
' Let us think twice before we marry one of another reli-
gion or of no religion.
The matter of education is very important, "''e would not

say in the matter of marriage that education was as important a
factor as religion, because one is more loyal to his religion than
to his education. However, it has its place, and it bears its
v/heat or its- tares slowly. It is when the more serious aspects of
life present themselves that these influences come into play.
Suppose the husband is an educated man in educational work# Ilis
wife has little education. Her charm, lasts for awhile. As the days
pass and life takes on more serious aspects he wants counsel and
symipathetic understanding that the ¥/ife who would love to give it,
cannot give. She feels her helplessness and he feels the lack of
her support. It may not be serious but there simply cannot be the
comradeship that there can be if they pre equally educated, 'e
spend most of the hours of life at our ^vork rather than at the tea
or the ball, so it is in those hours that v/e most need companion-
ship. The same thing happens if the ulfe is an educated person
QT^d the husband uneducated, ve is usually a continual drag to her.
ohe v^ants to go v/here she can hear good m.usic and good lectures.
He would rather sit at homie smoking his pipe and playing checkers
with a neighbor. These are all very homely suggestions but they
are all a part of life, dears.
The matter of age should not be overlooked. Suppose
one is twenty"- and the other thirty. That isn't so b&d, but when
those two people get to be thirty and forty there is considerable
difference. As a general thing vje should think that the husband
should be older than the wife, for, first, wom>en r^nture at an
QS^vller age than m.en and, second, the husband is naturally the head
of the household and the wife simpler prefers that he be older.
".":e viTould consider social standing the least iiV'portant
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of all considerations, yet we feel that it enters in. As a general
thing, we believe that for the mutual happiness of both husband and
••rife it is best that thej marry in their own social class, 'Ve do
not offer this suggestion because of pressure vrhich is brought to
bear from v/ithout but simpler because they 7rill usuall^r be hap-pier#
In concluding the discussion of proper mating, let us
quote from! Victor Gollancz when he says: "It is im.possible that a
perfect union should be the rule a-nd not the exception until the
partners to it are equall^r develojJied, until both have an equal
range of choice, and until both enter into it as the natural
culmination of their separate. lives and the starting point for a
yet fuller life."^
Then there is the matter of personal adjustm.ents between
the married pair. The fact that the marriage ceremony is read does
not cause the minds of two people to blend as granulated sugar
vrith creamery butter, ".'e should recognize that in the .'varriage
relation there are two rrinds and two personalities which have been
formed by years of cultivation, and that these two personalities do
not change as if by m.agic at the time of the marriage cerem.ony.
Each personality has its rights and is to be respected. '7e would
not have them exactly alike if we could. Rather we would have tte
one balance and counteract the other; the one inspire and
stimulate the other.
The economic problem in marriage has always been;
a
big problem, and it is seemingly increasing in com.plexity.
J. W. Langdale says, "The new sense of self respect has
an evil tendency. Young m.en seeing the costlier standards of home
luxuries, are reluctant to ask girls to share their struggles.
The T>'aking of Women -- By A. Vaude Royden and Others p. 23.
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The^'^ can live singly more conifortably than heretofore. Consequently,
marriage is postponed until affection and desire for home making may
he displaced desire for m.aterial success. On the other hand,
^
in their discoverj'- of their earning capacity, young \7omen on their
part \7ill not abdicate their financial independence except for a
very attractive affection. So m.arriage is delaj^ed ."-^
Too, since rjomen are earning practically as much as m.en,
it means that if they marry and make a home they must be v/illing
to live on just about half as - uch as they did before. This will
usualljr mean that economy, perhaps exceeding economy, m.ust be prac-
ticed. If both do not consider that their home is worth the sacri-
fice, there is apt to be chafing because of necessary economy.
The economic problem has to do v.dth the question of child-
ren. More and miore people are feeling that they have no m.oral
right to bring lives into the vjorld unless they are to have at least
the necessities. Just because a person desires children is not
sufficient reason that he should have them. He owes something,
yes much, to the child whom he is responsible for.
V/ith regard to the econom^ic problem., we would say that
everyone will have to settle the matter for him.self . Somehow we
m.ust live v:ithin our income. 'Ve m^ust, in order to do so, either cut
down our expenses or raise our income.
The m.atter of the sexual life and sexual relations of
the m.arried is a miost important factor in married life. Such a
\ hush has been put upon the whole subject that anyone would suppose
that the sexual life was a m.ere incident, and also that it was an
incident that was wholly indecent.
The real cause for many divorces could be traced
Citizenship and Ivoral Kef or mi p. 55.
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to the matter of sexual relations. To be sure it is not given as
the cause, but underneath all the sharn that is the real reason.
V/hat is it that has caused such a state of affairs? It
has been our lack of training and our training such as vie have had.
An aT;ful stillness and an astonished look have been the natural
result, if v'e have by mistake uttered a v/ord about sex. Children,
therefore, seeing their elders tnke such an attitude decide that it
must be som.ething awful, something horrid.
When we had received instruction upon the subject ?;e
were told that the desire of sex r/as something base and mean. It
was a matter never to be thought of and if a thought ever did pre-
sent itself, it was to be repressed.
Iviaude Hoyden says "Such detestable ideas have had
their disastrous consequences"."^ She continues to say that wom.en
cold sexuallj'- should question themselves as to whether they should
marry at all. The consequences of such a marriage are usualljr
tragic. The woman loathes the idea of sexual relations and submits
only as a matter of dutj to her husband. "Vhat terrible ideas of
one of the highest, finest, and most sacred relationships of life.
Maude Royden has given us a fine treatise in "Sex and
Common Sense", as follows:
"Sex is a great and a m.ight37- power, but it is s om.ething
more than the mere satisfaction of a physical need. It is part of
the great rhythm of life, running through all the higher creation;
it is the instinct to create, going forth in the power of love,
proving to us day by day that only love can create, bringing us
nearer to the uivine power, who is Love, and who created the heaven
The r'aking of Y/omen -- A. l.-aude Royden and Others p. 39.
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and the eorth. In spite of our horrible thought about sex, our
hideous sins against it, I do not think that in anything God has
made man more in his image or likeness than when he gave him the
power through love to create life. That is a pov.fer that m.akes us
akin to G-od Himself, and the instinct of sex not a grimy secret
betiveen two rather sham.ed human beings, but a great in'.pulse of life
and love — JQS , even at the height of it, an instinct to sacrifice
in order that life may com.e into the v/orld; it is a great bond of
union betv^een two human beings; it is the secret of existence; the
secret of the meaning of life; that which is to the nature of man like
the sense of music to the niusician, of beauty to the artist, of in-
sight to the poet."^
Let us look at this beautiful part of life in s-ome
such manner as has been so beautifully suggested by Miss Royden,
and dispel from> our m.inds those poisoning, ugly presentations that
have been handed do'.vn from, the past.
The matter of sex suggests 'the yet forbidden subject,
so far as anything specific is concerned birth control.
Some fevr countries think so much of life that they no
longer legislate against the dissemination of knowledge of methods
of birth control. Statistics sho\7 that it is not having the harm-
ful effects that somie of our pious brothers and sisters would have
us believe. Their hillsides are not dotted with tiny white grave-
stones as are ours and man^'- others.
I; any people have the ridiculous notion that sex is a
matter that will take care of itself. It is a matter to which is
to be given, no thought, no care, no comm.on sense. Just because
1
3ex and Common Sense p.*?/
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we have been given our digestive S3rstern to use, does not justif^r
pouring a continuous strearr of food into the rnouth. V/hy do Y^e
need to give so much thought and care to such matters as these,
and not any to that more important matter the creating of a life.
llovi absurd! 'ill vie ever com.e to use our comjron sense?
V/e m.ust come to a saner attitude toward this whole
matter, '.'e have been taught that God gives each child to this world,
xhat is very, very hard to believe when vie see little children m.assed
together in the crowded districts of the city where they are living
almost li'ce little animals. Ho, God has given man the power to
create and he uses this power as he uses every other povfer vfhich he
is given right or wrong. Let us look upon this power as being
very near unto God, and since it is so near unto God, give it our
best thought, our best care, and our m.ost earnest prayers that we
m.ay exercise this comniission in such a way as will be most pleasing
to Him..
The natural thing that follows the birth of children is
their care and training. The complexity of life in the city es-
pecially has m.eant that children receive less time and attention
from, the parents all the tim.e. V/hen they do not receive training
and instruction from, their parents, they receive it on the street
or elsewhere, "e have lots of examples of street training and from,
the product produced we think we have quite enough.
We only suggest the training of children here, '.'e will
take it up in greater detail in the next chapter. ;.e miust have
fathers and mothers who m.ake home making and the rearing of child-
ren their vocation rather than their avocation.

There is a great problem to be solved concerning the
manner of living, iviuch of the rural popul??tion is moving to the
city and thus making the congested
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districts more congested.
The country has m.uch advantage over the city so far as
the rearing of children are concerned. Our historjr teaches us tha
our great men have come from, the rural districts. I believe there
is one m.ain reason for this. There the child lives a simple life
in his hom.e and vjith his playmates. He has not a thousand and
one things to take his attention. He has time to think. I^e usual
makes many of his own playthings
.
Real homes are impossible in crowded apartments. They
neither satisfy adults or children. "".Then, in 1919, the applica-
tions for divorce in Brooklyn were fifty percent m;ore than in the
preceding year, Suprem.e Court Justice Greenbaumi declared that out
of his experience, homie life v/ithout families and living in sii-all
apartm.ents was a chief cause. ""^
To illustrate a child's ov/n attitude toward the country
and city as a hoir-c; it seems to me that nothing could better expresi
it than the illustration given by 17illiam. Porbush of a little girl
who m.oved from, the country into the city of Chicago. V/hen the fir;
night came, she knelt down among the boxes in the closet that vras
to be her cham.ber and put up this petition to God, "c Lord, have
m.ercy upon us. Thou hast taken us out of the bright and beautiful
country to this dark and dirt3- city, where we can see thy dear
face no more."
John V/. Langdale — Citizenship and I'oral Reform p. 58.
^ The Boy Problem, p. 199.

In this chapter we have tried to suggest some of the
outstanding problems to be solved in achieving the ideal home,
namely, as concerned the changing status of wom.an, the general
attitude toward marriage, the marriage relation, and the m.anner
of living, ""e have found thrt the problemiS vjhich relate themselves
to these phases are ri'any and diverse, and that they are not
eas3'- of solution. In the next chapter we v/ill try to suggest some
solutions .
Chapter VI.
The Solution of These Pr obiens .
It would be fine if we could solve all of the problem.s
of marriage and the home in a single treatise. Anyone, of course,
understands that such a thing cannot be done. '.7e can only suggest
some things v/hich v^e deem wise in the light of the knowledge and
experience which vre have.
'Ve shall present our ideas of im.pr ovem.ent and solution
under the following heads, nam.ely,
—
proper education, due considera-
tion before marriage,, re-evaluation of wom.an, a ne\7 conception of
m.otherhood, a nev,'' conception of fatherhood, the comifadeship of
parents, the permianenc3r of the hom.e, wholesom.e recreation, the
training of children in the home, and family worship.
The solution to most of our problems and misunder-
standing is nearly alwajj-s proper education, so it is one of the
im.portant factors to be used in achieving
PROPER EDUGATIOIT
the ideal home.
As has been suggested before, v/e find the first lack

of education in the home. Cur homes v/hich are really concerned
ahout the education of their children look carefully to their
physical needs, see that they are v;ell started in their elementary
school work, and perhaps teach some religion; but they are taught
little about the essentials of a hom.e and nothing al'out their
very interesting selves. In the schools no training is given the
boy concerning hom.e-making, ane very little is given the girl.
Writers viho criticize our educational system along this line always
so far as I have been able to discover, deplore the education that
the girl has been given and recorfimiend that she be taught the
domestic arts and the like but say nothing about the hoj* Right
here, I should like to state tliat T think we have gone just half
i.vay in our thinking. The Idoy as ^'^ell as the girl should under-
stand the essentials of a hom.e. To be sure, I would not have the
husband responsible for the dietetics of the home, but he must at
least have a sympathetic and appreciative interest. One member of
a hom.e, either husband or v;ife, cannot fnake a happy home if the one
has all of the m.aking to do. It takes both in sjnnpathetic and lov-
ing cooperation. It has been because the husband has usually left
all of the hom.e making to the wife that she has gotten tired of
the making. The husband expects to come home and bring his busi-
ness or his profession for his wife's consideration. Than why
should not he as intelligently consider those affairs which are
particularly hers, rather than to just com.e hom.e and expect to be
soothed and petted and rested for the mext da^^'s work. The home,
to the woman v/ho tries to be a real hom.e maker, is her kingdom,
and she needs help and appreciation, and encouragem.ent to carrjr
it on.
rc
Now — granting these things — we would have pirls
taught the arts that add so r,uch to the happiness of a home, rather
than so much geometry, language, etc., which v/e find very little
use for in practical life. (Perhaps I should say, that I have
found little use for since closing the hooks eleven years ago.)
A girl needs to know how to cook, not ouIy to please the appetites
of the members of her home hut that by giving them, the proper
foods she ro.aj do miuch to keep them! in health. She should know how
to sew. '^he should know how to make her home attractive. She
should know the rudimentary principles at least of the care of the
sick. These things will go far toward making a happy hom.e. Of
course we do not mean to depreciate higher education. Y/e think
a girl should have all that it is possible for her to get, but
first things comie first. The acquiring of the dom.estic arts will
not hinder a girl from getting a higher education, and for the girl
who cannot have the higher education, the dom.estic arts will give
her a great deal m.ore pleasure and will be just as valuable as the
knowledge that the square of the hypotenuse of a right engled
triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of the other two sides.
Then we need to know about ourselves boys as well
as girls. We need to have well established in our m.inds a whole-
some attitude towr.rd sex. Dr. Eliot, of Harvard, has said "The
policy of silence in m.atters pertaining to sex has failed disas-
trously." Dr. Lowry says, "Instruction in the miatters pertaining
to sex and sex hygiene is the greatest need of American civiliza-
tion today. "-^ In the same book he also says " *As the twig is
bent, so the tree inclines*" This is as applicable to the human
False Ixodes t^r p. 1.
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tvfigs as to the plant • Upon the training a ohild receives during
the early years of his life, upon the ideals engendered during that
period, depends to a large extent, the entire course of his after
life," This is verjr true of ideas gained childhood concerning the
sexual life and its functions*
The home, v^e believe, is the best place for sex instruc-
tion to be given. '.7e should not turn the child vrith his first ques-
tions away. He rr:ust somehow understand the beauty and the sacred-
ness of it all. John l". Gillette, says, "The hom.e is the most
suitable educator in matters of sex. Intelligent and sympathetic
parents are better able to explain the mysteries, function, and
responsibilities of reproduction to their offspring than any out-
side persons. Kuch of the vice of the time is traceable to ig-
norance, false modesty, and neglect on the part of fathers and
mothers. In many cases the influence and exam;ple of the parents
is not only negative but conduces to creating vicious careers."-^
We mean for this section on "Proper Education" to refer
more particularly to the education of the adults contem.plating
marriage. Their education, hov/ever, dates back to the tim.e before
they began to talk and their m.ain stock of ideals was received in
early childhood. For this reason \ie have discussed the training
of children.
A very important consideration is the rightful evalua-
tion of marriage. In the past we have treated it too much as a
mere incident. The principal thought that it entailed has been
the acquiring and preparing of a trosseau on the part of the bride,
and of a house on the part of the groom., TTo wonder then that
The Family and Society p. 13.
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as we approach our wedding daj, vre are told that after the wedding--
the end of the world. If these are our most important considera-
tions, no wonder that they soon fade away. Let us give the idea
of marriage to the 3roung in som.e such way as expressed in the
words of Haude Royden when she says, "l.iarriage should be a union
that looks forward to being permanent, faithful, and m^onogarnous •
It should be the expression of a union of spirit so perfect that
the union of the bodies of those who love follows as a kind of
natural necessity. It should be the sacram.ent of love, the outward
and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grpce.""^
Let us look upon m.arriage as the step to miaking a hom.e,
where by giving each to the other and for the other in unreserved
love, we can realize our best selves.
If we v/ould look upon m.arriage as just suggested, we
cannot enter therein v^ithout thought. -Ye will study ourselves to
see whether vie have prepared our m.inds and
DUE CONSIDSRATIOIT
our hearts for the new relation, "'e will
BEFORE MARRIAGE
not hast 1137- give our consent to be married.
Me V7ill become as ?/ell acquainted with the one we think we love,
to see whether we reallj^ do or not. IVe will talk matters over
to see if we have the sanie general ideals of life, and the same
general ideas of hovi these ideals should be carried out. \7e v/ill
talk over the m.atter of sex and sexual relations and come to an
understanding of what we consider the proper attitude toward that
relationship. V/e will not be so miodest that we can inquire
with perfect frankness into the other's financial standing, and
then hesitate st the greater values of life. After we have talked
1
Sex and Common Sense p.
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over all matters pertaining to the home which vie contem.plate , v;e
Y/ill (in the absence of lavO present each other ?jith a health
certificate, that there need be no fears of disease in the sexual
relation* An absolute frankness between two lovers concerning
their vital problem.s of life cannot go far vjrong.
When we touch the subject of the re-evaluation of woman,
we come to a delicate subject. '.Voman in the past has not only not
been considered the equal of man, but
RE-EVALUATIOl^ OP ".'OMAN
she has been considered his natural
enemy has been man. That has been true in riian^r respects. By
taking this wrong attitude toward woman, he has com:pelled her to
assert herself and dem.and her rights, which thing is in opposition
to her very nature. Those wom.en who have championed the woman's
cause have had to sacrifice them.selves to self-assertion. During
the last few years of history'- the fact has been pretty well esta-
blished that wom.an is man's equal. And if superiority in details
is considered, she as superior to him. in characteristics of
individuality as he is to her.
Because wom.an has fought for her equality and her fights,
some mistaken persons have assum.ed that she wanted to lead, she
Y/anted to run things. That is not true. That is not her natural
tendency. She only vrants to performi her part, v/hatever form that
m.ay take and do it v/ell, and just because she has chosen to do some
things that the ages have not expected her to do, they call her
bold and brazen.
The real v/om.an does not v/ant to be like m.an. She does
not even want to usurp his territory, (however she has had to do
it in the process of evolution sim.ply to prove that she could)
but she does want and does dem.and that she be respected the sam.e as
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any other personality. Because she is a woman, she v;ill not be
expected to have the same characteristics as if she were a rnan,
but it will not follow that for this reason she is inferior.
On the other hand, of course, there is the small mind
am.ong wom.en, who when given a little power that they v^ere not used
to handling, becom^e "bossy". "Ve shall not worry about this, how-
ever, for we would not have to look far among the m.ale varletj to
find the sam.e characteristics. In our discussion we have been
talking about ideas of real m.en and v/omen.
Another idea combes dovm from, the past, kany people,
men especially, have the idea that wom.en are dolls, which should
be beautifully dressed and papered. Real women no miore than real
men desire this sort of thing. "Vhether in the home or outside,
according to cir cum.stances , wom^en should work. Victor Gollancz
says, "Labor is the expression of the creative elem.ent in m.an;
the means of satisfying that instinct to do and to acViieve, from
which comes oil the validity of the v/orld. It means the libera-
tion of energy; a miethod through which intellectual and physical
forces combine to satisfy the hunger of the spirit.""'' woman wants
to work and she wants to be respected because she does work. So,
let us do avmy with the idea that it is not dignified for woman to
work, and that she does not want to v:ork. Everyone should work.
Motherhood has not been held in the proper esteem.
This, of course, has com.e largely from, the fact that wom.en in
general have not been respected, and that
A JISW COIICEPTIOII
their place in the general scheme of life
OP ivlOTKERIIOOD
has not been respected.
A father sends his daughter off to college. About the
time of her graduation the announcement of her engagement is m.ade
.
1 The Faking of Women By A. Klaude Royden and Others p. 19.
r1
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All of the neighbors at horne discuss the matter, and offer their
sympathy to the poor deluded parents of the girl. They had expected
that she would realljr make something of herself, but instead she
is just going to get married. With this sort of attitude from
women who have homes, and are mothers, we are not surprised that
m.otherhood has been looked upon as it has.
John W. Langdale says, "Often som.e m.other who is rearing
useful children and who has rendered woman *s most valuable and
courageous service to society, is heard to apologize that she has
done nothing in life com.parable to som.e wom.an of distinction in
a profession." He continues to say "Society ovres her an apology
for anything that conceals the recognition that the home, based
upon the love of one man for one v/om.an, and their mutual care of
children, is the finest and most fundaiiiental institution of Chris-
tian civilization, and that by it all other activities are to be
judged."^
Home making is a big business and being a mother and
rearing fine Christian children the biggest business in the world,
and it is time that v/e were looking upon it in this mianner • Of
course, as soon as we begin to look upon motherhood in this light
we will begin to give some thought and consideration to the subject*
Most women becomie m.others accidently, i.e., they vvith their
husbands do not plan for the child. In many homes such as these,
children are born who are absolutely not wanted. V/e are just now
beginning to realize the awful effect that such a situation as this
has upon the later life of the child. Such a child from, his in-
fancy rebels against everything with which he com.es in contact,
and people wonder whj he is so ugly. Re simply never was wanted.
^ John .7. Langdale — Citizenship and roral Reform p. 55.
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Women have been told very sanctimoniousl37- that it was
their business to bear children, that they were to give no thought
to the iT'atter, that that v/as a matter in God *s providence. As
women have become more educated, they have begun to think for them-
selves along these lines. They better understand themselves, and
they better understand the mysteries of life and som.ething of how
they operate, and wom.en are beginning to think more and more of
their duty to the unborn. They believe that a child should be
wanted and should be planned for, that it should be conceived in
love, and that it should be given a sound healthy body.
Should such words have been uttered to our gr andm.others
,
they vYOuld have thought that they came from, an unbalanced mind, but
now we know that such things are not really dream.s, but are very
sane and sensible.
Margaret Sanger gives her idea of the difference between
wanted and unvranted children when she says "The most far-reaching
social development of modern times is the revolt of wom.an against
sex servitude. The most important force in the rem.aking of the
world is a free motherhood. Beside this force, the elaborate
international programmes of modern statesmen are v/eak and super-
ficial. Diplom.ats may formulate leagues of nations and nations
maj pledge their utm.ost strength to m.aintain them., statesm.en m^ay
dream, of reconstructing the '.rorld out of alliances, and spheres
of influence, but wom.an, continuing to produce explosive popula-
tions, will convert these pledges into the proverbial scraps of
paper; or she m.ay be coritr oiling birth, lift motherhood to the
plane of a voluntary, intelligent function, and thus remiade, it
will exceed the dream, of statesmien, reformers and revolutionists
1 The new motherhood p. 7.
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Some of our friends r:et very rnuoh excited when Yie begin
to talk about mothers and parents controlling birth# They imjiiediate-
ly decide that there Y/ill be no children. Very true, those who
absolutely do not '.Tant children will not have them. I see no
reason to deplore this fnct, for it m.eans just this — that the
world is saved that m.uch misery, and the unborn child has lost
m.othing for there is not much in such a hom.e to gain. Over against
this group, there is the much larger group of m.other-hearts and
father-hearts that really -jant children, and in order to have them
are v^illing to give thought, time, attention, and sacrifice. In
such hom.es children will find a suitable place in which to grow and
develop into their best selves.
Let us look forv/ard to the tim.e v;hen wives will be mothers
because they want children to love and care for and train.
If we would judge from our reading concerning parents
and children, we would conclude that a child had only one parent and
that parent the m.other • That has been too
A lEV," COITCSPTIOTT
much the thought and too much the f.-^ct so
OP PATIiKRHOOD
far as the rearing of children is concerned.
The father does not plan for the child, hence he miakes few plans
afterwards. He is absent from, the home the greater part of the child's
waking hours so he sees little of him. Consequently, much of the
responsibility is left to the m.other. V/e understand that in the
nature of things, this state of affairs m:ust largely rem.ain the
same. Hov\fever , the father should understand that he is just as
responsible for the child as is the m.other, and that he should do
all that he can to assist in the training of the child.
Since the father does not bear such an intimate rela-
tion to the child as the mother does, "it is some time 'J, says

William Forbush, "before the true avvfulness of parenthood dawns
upon a father. Ke rejoioes \7ith exceeding great joy and ignorance
when his first manipchild is born. But he has no idea of what is
expected of hirn. V.o one has ever told him that he was to becoiTie
God to another soul, some day."'^
Children need the father *s influence about them just as
much as they need the mother's. They need the father's companion-
ship and counsel just as much as they need the m.other *s
.
Too many fathers pay too little attention to their
children. T.'e need fathers who take the responsibility of father-
hood just as seriously as m.others take the responsibility of mother
hood. The children need both.
A home to be perm.anent must, first, l>e one that is not
broken Idj divorce; and, second, one that has a dwelling place
where the m.embers of the hom.e live —
PSRMATIEITCY OP THE HOTv'E
if possible for a considerable numiber
of jrears at a time. Permanency in the dwelling place of a child
tends to m.ake for a stabilitjr of character. Too, a perm.anent home
gives us som.e thing to anchor to. V/e are not so apt to get the
drifting habit. 'Ve again recall the rom.antic touch, suggested
by Edgar A. Guest, which permanency gives to a home, which we can-
not possibly have if we moved about all the tim.e.
'.Ve need m.ore perm.anent homes
.
Too often we find parents who make their hom.e too much
of a business. They do not spend enough tim.e in enjo^nrient of
each other. Too, they do not make it
COMJJADSSRIP OP PAx^^ilTS
a rule to work things out together, i.e
really live their life together. V/e will let Edgar A. Guest tell
1 The Bay Problem, p. 195.
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of the comradeship vfhich we would wish for all parents:
The Old^Fashioned Parents
"The good old-fashioned mothers and the good old-fashioned dads,
With their good old-fashioned lassies and their good old-
fashioned lads,
otill r/alk the lanes of loving in their siri-fple, tender ^lajs
,
As they used to do hack yonder in the good old-fashioned dajs
•
"They dv/ell in every city and they live in every tovm.
Contentedly and happy and not hungrir- for renown;
On every street you*ll find *er.i in their simple garm.ents clad.
The good old-fashioned mother and the good old-fashioned dad.
"There are s om.e v.^ho sigh for riches, there are som.e who yearn
for fam.e.
And a few misguided people vrho no longer blush at shame;
But the \7orld is full of mothers, and the v^orld is full od dads,
?/ho are m.aking sacrifices for their little girls and lads.
"They are growing old together, arm in arm they walk along.
And their hearts with love are heating and their voices sweet
with song;
They still share their disappointments and they share their
pleasures, too.
And v/hatever be their fortune, to each other they are true.
"They are watching at the bedside of a baby pale and white.
And they kneel and pray together for the care of God at night;
They are rom.ping with their children in the fields of clover
sweet
,
And devotedly thej guard them, from the perils of the street.

"They are here in countless numbers. Just ss they have alv/ays
been.
And their glory is untainted by the selfish and the mean.
And I*d hate to still be living, it vrould dismal be and sad.
If ?;e 'd no old-fashioned mother and v/e *d no old-fashioned dad."
Wholes om.e recreation in the hom.e would solve m.any home
problems and also m.any problems outside of the home, because of
\7holesom.e influences received,
WHOLESOME RSCREATIOIT
In a previous chapter of this thesis,
we have suggested the wholesome influence of books, magazines,
music, singing, gam.es, guests, story-telling, play, and special
social functions under home influence.
.ie vrould here recomm.end that these should become a
part of every home. ",e are sure that if they do become a part
of every home the children will love their hom.e more than any-
thing else, and that they shall be much less attracted by super-
ficial form.s of entertainment outside of the home.
Children have not been trained in the home as they
should be. They have been merely allowed to grow up. The m.ain
reason for this lack of training, I suppose
THE TRAITTI^IG OF
has been because the parents have not thought
GEILDREII ITT THE HOME
it important. They send themi to school to
be taught the three R*s, and they send them to Sunday School to
receive religious instruction. This is not e-ough. larents of
children must take the matter seriously. Luther a "Teigle says,
"The training of children is no mere side issue, it is the m.ain
business of those of us who are parents".-" The child should be
Edgar A. C-uest -- The Path to Hom.e p. 160.
o
The Trni^'":1-g of Children in the Christian Family p. 14.

taught the essentials concerning health. Ke should be taught
essentials concerning himself, '"e should be guided into forming
proper health habits. The child's home should naturally develop
in him a love for T^ooks, for good literature, and for m.usic.
Children have a natural tendency to play, but in this they need
to be guided. They should be taught games. Too, parents should
teach their children to worship.
It is in these years that the c! ild is v/ith the parents
primarily, almost wholly, that are the most impressionable years.
We m.ust not v;aste these precious years but m.ust fill them v;ith the
ideals and im.pr ess ions that miake life so much m.ore vjorth living.
A last and m.ost important factor which vie shall suggest
as a m.eans to the solution of a great m:any of our hom.e problem.s
is "Family '.Vorship". The things v/hich we
PAiaLY T'ORSHIP
do outside of our hom.es are unnatural.
They are not really a part of us. If 7/e believe in vYorshipping
God as we say we do when we go to pr ayerm.eeting, then the place
to do it is in our hom.es, first, then it will be only our natural
expression when we meet 'with other people to v;orship.
We would em.phasize a quotation given previously in
this thesis, from, '"'eigle and Tweedy, when they estim.ate family
worship as follows: "Fam.ily worship is th.e beginning of social
religion. It is essential to the maintenance and propogation of
religion. Keep it in the home, and the future of organized
Christianity is safe."
1
Training the Devotional Life p. 73.
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Chapter VII.
A Christianized Societ3^ — the Pesult of Ideal P^omes •
J
Society, as ';7e have noted is composed of four main fac-
tors, nameljr, the state, the school, the church, and the home.
Of these, authorities in general agree that the home is the prim.e
factor, '7e have quoted from several authors in the beginning of
this thesis to that effect, V/e add the opinions of three others,
Lucius Hoody Epistol, in "Social Adaptation" says, "in education
for social efficienc^r we must recognize the familjr as the educa-
tional as Yiell as the socialogical unit."-^ Frances Feabody says,
"The problemi of the family is the crux of micdern civilization.
The famiily is not only the unit of civilization, it is also the
test of civilization. The stability and persistence of any nation
or race is in proportion to the integrit3'- and coherence of its
o
family group."" And Charles A, aJ.lvrood, in "Reconstruction of
Religion", says, "The family life has always been social life at
its maximum. In it hum.an association has been, and alvrays ^/.dll be,
at its m.axim.urt' intensity. In it are generated both the forces
which make for good and those vjhich m.ake for evil in our social
life. Controlling as it does both the birth and rearing of child-
ren, it necessarily has the chief part in socializing the child
and in giving him. his social traditions, standards and ideals.
In fact, the family not only reproduces the race, but it repro-
^ duces human society and humian culture. 'Vithin it are continualljr
renewed not only life itself, but the very ideals and values
by which m.en live a hum:an life. It is the perpetual fountain of
youth for the idealism of the race. Idealistic social religion
1 Social Adaptation p, 350.
2 The Religious Education of an Ajnierican Citizen p. 18.
(
especially gets from the fainily the ideals, the goals, which it
sets before n^en to realize in their relations at large. j.hat
there is an upv^ard urge in the family life v:hen norm.al is evidenced,
therefore, by the fact that it has furnished the m.ain patterns
for civilization and for religion. Thus the family has been truly
the cradle of civilization."
On this point then we are agreed •
In this stud2" we have seen hov/ intiriiately the family
or the home touches all phases of civilization and society. Its
influences go into industry, into commerce, into politics, into
governnient , and into economics. In like m.anner , -e have noted
how its influences are felt in every aspect of the school and
cShurch. It naturally follows then that society will be largely
like the hom.es from, which its members come. If the homes are
ideal homes and em.body the factors which we have previously de-
scribed, v.rhich ideals are in conformity w ith the ideals of Jesus,
it necessarily follows that we shall truly have a Christianized
Society.
The Reconstruction of Religion p. 192.
(
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Digest of Thesis
The ITome as a Factor in Christianizing Society .
Many serious minded persons today are giving earnest
thought to the matter of "Christianizing" society, i.e., permeat-
ing the whole of societjr v;ith the ideals of Jesus.
Philanthropically-minded officers of the state have
projected various schem.es by which they thought they could Christ-
ianize society. The teachers and officers of the schools have done
what thej'- could to aid in Christianizing society. However, they have
been handicapped in many ways.
The church has been the established institution to carry
on and prom.ote the ideals of Christianity in society. "Ve have
expected this task to be carried on wholy b^'- the church. Hov/ever,
the church to us has been to us rather artificial, rather unnatural,
a thing set apart from, our natural selves and- from, our dail^r lives.
But what is the church? It is sim.ply a group of people from
hom.es united for a common purpose and ? common cause.
The hom.e is the natural and fundamental institution of
societj^. For that reason it should not be a miatter of jest with
us, LUit it should be a very serious matter with us. The hor;":e
should command our highest respect and our most thoughtful attention.
We should capitalize our homies and m^ake them, what they could be —
the strongest factor knovm for the Christianizing of society.
In this thesis we have singled out the honie from, the
other contributing factors to society, namely the state, the school,
and the church, and have shown how it contributes to the
"Christianizing" of society.
(i)

V/e have noted hov; the influences of the home permeate
into the industrial, the corpjner cial, the political, the governrr.en-
tal, ond the economic aspects of the state. In like manner, we
noted how the influences of the home were carried into the intellec
tual, the moral, the physical, and the recreational aspects of the
school* ""e find the same true in the relation of the home to
the church. The homie brings its influence to bear upon the spirit-
ual; the educational, the recreational, and the social service
aspects of the church.
These factors — the state, the school, and the church
are so definitely influenced hj the home that they tend to be of
much the same character as the home. To Christianize society,
then, v/e must have as nearly'- as is possible the Ideal Kom;e •
If vre would have an Ideal Ilom.e we must know of v/hat it is com-
posed. There- m:ust first be a husband and a wife; and if they
v;ould have their home com.plete thej must have children.
To have an Ideal Hom.e, the father, the miother, and the
children m^ust establish ideals of character and approach that
ideal as nearly as they can. The ideals of character v;hich we
believe to be essential to an Ideal Fomie are these: love, joy,
peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faithfulness, loj^altjr,
kindness, courtesy?-, sym.pathy, unselfishness, honesty, sim.plicity,
purity, and piety.
Other characteristics of the home which assist more in
socializing the individual are industry, cooperation, consideration
sacrifice, economy, discipline, good hum.or , and play.
To these factors we would add the educational factors
that we feel are essential to the Ideal Home. First of all is the

education of the parents. The better trained, the parents are,
the better they cen train their children. IText v;e considered the
educational influences that should be found in every hor'^.e. V/e
think that in the Ideal Home there should be books, magazines,
pictures, music, and gam.es. Guests should be invited to the hom^e.
Time should be given for special functions occasionally. Story-
telling should be a practiced art in the home. Too, the home
should be m:ade as attractive as is possible. Lastljr, by exaample
and instruction, the children should learn proper health habits.
The hom.e vvould fall utterly to be Ideal if vie did not
have the religious factors there. Of first ir:iportance here v;e
consider the religious character of the parents. It is the atti-
tude maintained hj the parents toviard God, tov/ard life, and to-
v;ard the church that 7/111 have a m.ost profound effect upon the life
of the child. Christian parents along with their examrple can do a
great deal by giving religious instruction to the child when he
is very iroung. Another strong influence for good in the Christian
home is family- worship and grace at m.eals . If properly respected
and guar'-ied, these last tvro factors can be of material lielp in
nurturing and deepening the spiritual life of the child.
To have an Ideal Ilom.e then we must have all of these
factors the character factors, the socializing factors, the
educational factors, and the religious factors.
As V7e look about us we see onlj q fev-r Ideal TTom.es.
x'here must be problems in the '.vay of the Ideal I'^ove,
Among the problemis to be solved i-e find one in the
changing status of v/om-en. Iler place and position has changed
very rapidly in the past fifty years outside of the hom.e and in
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the home. She has gone into industry in great numbers. She is
no'.7 Toeing recognized as a part of the civic program. She has de-
manded and is receiving higher education all the tiri^e, in practi-
cally 3.nY phase which she chooses. She has always taken a bife
part in the worship of the church, but now the offices of the
church are being given her.
Then we find a probleni in the general attitude toward
marriage. In the navel, the movies, the stage, and the joke, v:e
have influences v.'hiclj go to the remotest corner of the earth.
These influences if properly directed could do miuch to establish
in the minds of the individuals of society a high ideal of marriage
and the hom.e. "7e are sorry to find that they fall far short of
this. Their general influence is to make a joke of marriage and
the home. Thus we tend to regard it lightly.
We must do what we can to establish a proper conception
of m.srriage -- that it represents the finest relationship in society
and that it should be held in very high regard.
Vie need better marriage and divorce laws. Children
should not be allowed to take out a marriage license in a fit of
excitem.ent. Announcem.ent several days in advance should be made
of one's intention to marry. This would do away v;ith m.any evils.
Then we should have a law requiring a health certificate to be
presented ?fhen the couple applies for the m.arriage license.
We take up divorce in this connection because m.ost
divorces are the result of marriages -jhich should never have taken
place •
We need to give more attention to eugenics. Surely we
S'-^ould be as anxious to improve our own race as anim^al caretakers
are to improve their herd.

VAs to proper mating of individuals, v;e would surrgest
that as a general rule people of thie same religion, of nearly the
same education and training, of about the san^e age, and of something
of the same social standing should m.ate. This is not a hard and
I
fast rule, of course, hut in life it seems to v/ork out hest.
After two people are miarried they must adjust them.se Ives
to ench other
•
The econom.ic problem in married life is a big one,
and must be solved in some manner by the persons concerned.
A most important problem, in married life is the attitude
toward the sexual life. It is one that society would have the
young believe did not exist, but v/e find in it one of the most
frequent causes for divorce. '.7e need to take a saner and m^ore
comiiion sense attitude toward matters of sex, and rather than try
to repress and cover up, v:e need to elevate and bring out its
v/onders, its beauty, and ito sacredness.
The matter, as to whether a woman shall be considered
a means of satisfying the passion of her husband, and a miere
machine for producing children, or whether she shall be a free
self-respecting person and a mother by choice, needs a great
deal of consideration.
Parents find a problem in educating their children.
This must be solved.
The problem of the manner of living is a ver^r- big
^ problem. The country has m.any ^c'vr-.ntages over the city, so far
as home m.aking is concerned. As far as it is at all possible, v-e
should not attempt rearing children in small city apartm.ents.

vi
The solution of these problems, ^je recognize is not
easy, but we believe vie can approach the solution at least.
One of the biggest factors in' the solution of ovx pro-
blems is proper education. 'Ve need to give our young some instruc-
tion in hom.e m^aking. Our girls sisould knov/ somiething of the
dom.estic arts, and get as m.uch higher education as is possible.
They should be instructed in matters of sex and should com.e to
regard such ri'atters in the proper way. Tnev- need to understand
what marriage is and v/hat it means — the heights that it can be
elevated to.
Marriage should not be contracted in haste. The two
contemiplating marriage should talk things over to see if really
they are suited to eoch other. They sh.ould not hesitate to talk
over any matter in perfect frankness.
'*7e need to re-evaluate wom.an. V/e should understand that
she is reall^r a personality and that as such she should be respected.
Let us dispel fror;^ our m.inds that woro.en should not
work, that her main idea in life is to be pampered. She needs to
work. She wants to vrork. Ey so doing the evils of idleness are
overcome, and she contributes her share to the production of
society.
V/e must have a free motherhood — mothers who are
waiting and longing to love children, v/e must take m.otherhood out
of the brutal conceptions and make it free and beautiful.
It seem.s that we have never had rruch of a conception
of fatherhood at all. Father should becom.e a more active m.em.ber
of the hom.e — in m.atters not pertaining to business principally.
The hom.e to be the most Ideal Home n'ust have as large

a degree of permanence os is vracticable.
Parents should be truljr coirirades to eoch other and to
their children. They should provide v/holesorre recreation in the
hoiTi.e. TheJ should join in the training of their children. The
children need the influence of both parents. The children should
be taught proper habits of health. They should be taught to love
books, and to play. Too, they must be led into lives of worship.
Since the influences of the home perm.eate society r-s
they do, and since the ideals of an ideal hom.e are the ideals of
Christ, it follov/s that --.^e shall have a Christianized societ;/ as
the result of Ideal Homes
.
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